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reoort "User's Manual for the TRW Gasoine Program".
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"Design, Fabrication, and Testing of a Variable
Conductance Constant Temperature Heat Pipe.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes a digital computer program useful in the
design and analysis of heat pipes which contain non-condensible gases;
either for temperature control or to aid in start-up from the frozen
state. Because the program includes the effects of axial conduction
and mass diffusion on the performance of such heat pipes, it represents
a significant advance in steady-state design technology over the "flat-
front" theory previously found in the literature [1, 2]. It allows one
to:
* Calculate the wall temperature profile along a gas-
loaded heat pipe.
* Calculate the amount of gas loading necessary to
obtain a desired evaporator temperature at a
desired heat load.
* Calculate the heat load versus the evaporator
temperature for a fixed amount of gas in the pipe.
* Calculate the heat and mass transfer along the
pipe, including the vapor-gas front region.
* Calculate the heat leak when the condenser is
filled with gas.
* Calculate whether or not freezing occurs in the
condenser and, if so, at what rate.
* Determine the information required to size the gas
reservoir of gas-controlled heat pipes.
The program contains numerous reservoir options which allow it to be
used for hot or cold reservoir passive control as well as heated
reservoir active control heat pipes. Additional input options permit
its use for parametric studies and off-design performance predictions
as well as heat pipe design.
Provision is also made in the nrogram for two condenser sections
and an adiabatic section.
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The analysis and formulation of the equations used in the program are
presented in Section 2. Basically, a one-dimensional steady state
analysis has been used and the equations written assuming small wick
resistance and negligible vapor pressure drop along the pipe. The
analytical model used is shown in Figs. 1-1 and 1-2. However, the
program is not limited to the geometry shown. Non-circular and non-
axisymmetric configurations can also be studied by calculating
equivalent diameters, thicknesses, etc. consistent with the formulation
of the equations.
The numerical technique used to solve the equations is also discussed
in Section 2. It involves a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine to solve
two simultaneous equations for (1) a parameter fixing the mole fraction
of the non-condensible gas, and (2) the condensible vapor velocity.
Section 3 discusses the potential uses of the program for research,
heat pipe design and performance predictions. The program input
requirements are described in Section 4, and the output discussed in
Section 5.
Flow diagrams, program listings and sample problems are presented in
the appendices.
This manual assumes that the user has a prior understanding of the
principles involved in gas-loaded heat pipes. References [2- 4]
can aid in this respect.
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2.0 ANALYSIS
2.1 Formulation
The condensing section of the pipe is assumed to reject heat by
radiation and convection from a fin of perimeter P with an effectiveness
n as shown in Figure 1-2. The net heat loss from a length of condenser
dz is thus taken to be
dQ = [coTw4 + h(Tw - Tf) - qabs]nPdz (2-1)
where e is total hemispherical emittance, a the Stefan-Boltzman constant,
Tw the wall temperature, h the convective heat transfer coefficient, if
any, Tf the external fluid temperature, and qabs is the power absorbed
per unit area from the surrounds, aH in the case of irradiation H onto
the condenser surface of absorptance a. For simplicity all parameters
are taken to be constants, but a step change is allowed between sections
of condenser.
In the usual heat pipe application the difference between the wick-vapor
interface temperature Ti and the condenser wall temperature Tw is small
compared to absolute temperature level. For this reason Eq. (2-1) is
written in a linearized form
dQ = Sdz (Tw - Tc) (2-2)
where
S(z) [4aoTi 3 + hi nP (2-3)
and 4
3EoTi + qabs + hT
Tc(z) aT 3 abs (2-4)
4EoT i + h
We adopt the unusual sign convention that the power Q is measured in
the negative z direction. Then Fourier's law is written without the
usual negative sign. Heat flows into an element of pipe dz long at
z+dz and out at z by axial conduction. Heat also flows across the
wick by conduction at the rate
2-1
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27k dz
D.+26 (T -Tw) = Kdz (Ti-T w ) (2-5)
n 
1
where ke is the equivalent thermal conductivity of the liquid-filled
wick, D. the inside diameter of the wick, and 6 the wick thickness.
Eq. (2-5) defines K. The heat balance on an element of condenser is
then
d2T
wC + K(T-Tw) - S(Tw -Tc) = 0 (2-6)
dz
where C is the axial conductivity-area product for the condenser
cross section,
N
C = knAc 'n (2-7)
In Eq. (2-7) kn is the effective axial conductivity, allowing for slots
or other anisotropies, and Ac,n the cross-sectional area of the nth
element in the pipe. These elements include the pipe wall, the wick
and the fin wall, as shown in Fig. 1-2. When an artery is present, even
if it is not in intimate thermal contact with the condenser wall, its
axial conductance should also be included in Eq. (2-7), because the
temperature gradient in it tends to follow dTi/dz which in turn tends
to follow dTw/dz, when K is large compared to S, (See Sec. 4.4).
The wick interface temperature Ti is the saturation temperature for the
partial pressure of the vapor above the interface, since the net
condensation rate is far from the absolute rate of condensation. Other
simplifying assumptions introduced, which are reasonable for most
applications, are negligible vapor side pressure loss and a simple
vapor pressure law derived from the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. The
mole fraction of the non-condensible at the interface xi and the
interface temperature Ti are then related in the following way
2-2
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xi = 1 - exp [-(hfg /RTev)(Tev/Ti - 1)] (2-8a)
T. = ev Tev (2-8b)
1 RT T
1 + h ev in 1 1 + Te v  n 1
fg i  o i
Conservation of non-condensible gas requires that the diffusion plus
convection in the tube sum to zero [5],
dx
-C~, s -cVx b = 0 (2-9)
where c is the molar concentration, the diffusion coefficient for
the non-condensible diffusing in the vapor, xs the spatial or area-
weighted average mole fraction, V the mole average velocity, and xb
the bulk (area-velocity weighted) average. At least in the region
of the condenser which is gas-controlled, the radial velocity rates
will be sufficiently low so that the bulk, spatial, and wall values
of mole fraction of non-condensible will be nearly the same. This
assumption is made for the entire condenser so that the subscripts
i, s, and b on x will be dropped in what follows.
To obtain an equation having the grouping m = cVAcM, the condensible
flow rate, Eq. (2-9) is multiplied by A M, where M is the molecular
weight of the condensible working fluid. In addition, the dependent
variable is transformed from mole fraction x to p by introducing
S= n 1 , x = e- (2-10)x
Equation (2-9) then becomes
m = A MD- (2-11)
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Conservation of mass shows that increase in mass flow rate with distance
from the end of the condenser is equal to the condensation rate which in
turn is equal to the product of wick conductance and temperature
difference across the wick divided by the latent heat of vaporization or
sublimation.
dz = K(Ti-Tw)/hfg (2-12)
Equations (2-6, 2-11 and 2-12) form a set of three simultaneous
differential equations in three unknowns: Tw, P, and n. The temperature
T. is related to p through the highly non-linear relations, Eqs. (2-10)1
and (2-8). The coefficient S defined by Eq. (2-3) is also nonlinear.
An explicit energy equation for the liquid or vapor is not written,
because subcooling of liquid in the wick and superheating of the vapor
in the pipe are not considered to be key physical phenomena and are
neglected in the present treatment. Equations (2-12) and (2-6) will
give an entirely correct energy balance when xi , xs and Xb are identical,
the wick resistance small, and no freezing occurs.
A boundary condition on (2-6), (2-11) and (2-12) is taken to be
m = 0 at z = 0 (2-13)
In addition, either one of two conditions may be prescribed: a total
heat rate rejected
S=f S(Tw-Tc)dz (2-14a)
or a total number of moles of non-condensible present
L
= Ac [Pi (Ti(z))/RuTiI dz (2-14b)
In computing~ a more accurate vapor pressure law than Eq. (2-8) must
be used. An exponential of a polynomial in the reciprocal of Ti is
used.
2-4
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Strictly speaking, since Eq. (2-6) is second order, two more conditions
must be specified, such as a zero CdTw/dz at z = 0 and z = L. However,
an approximation is made that the first and second derivatives of Tw
with respect to z are equal to those of Ti. As is shown in Section 2.2,
this approximation reduces the set of equations to two first order ones
so that Eqs. (2-13) and (2-14) are sufficient. The condition on CdTw/dz
is met at z = 0, and at z = L it is met in practical effect when the
evaporator is purged of gas. The approximation regarding the derivatives
of Tw and Ti is, of course, exact when the wick resistance is zero.
A review of the features of the analysis and assumptions made are as
follows:
1. Radiation and convection from a finned pipe are considered.
Absorbed radiation from the surrounds is included.
Provision for a step change in condenser properties and
ambient conditions is made.
2. The condenser wall temperature Tw is assumed close to the
wick interface temperature Ti. The first and second
derivatives of Tw and Ti with respect to z are assumed
equal, respectively. In essence high wick conductance
is assumed.
3. Axial conduction of heat in the pipe wall and fin and
one-dimensional axial diffusion of the condensible
species, which carries latent heat, are accounted for.
4. Vapor pressure drop in the pipe is neglected. In
calculating the shape of the wall temperature and wick
temperature distributions, an approximate vapor pressure
law derived from Clausius-Clapeyron is used. But in
calculating the pressure in the pipe and the amount of
non-condensible present a more accurate expression is
used.
5. The condition of zero wall temperature gradient is met
at z = 0. Either the total number of moles of non-
condensible present in the pipe or the total heat
rejected by the pipe is specified.
2-5
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2.2 Dimensionless Governing Equations
The mass flow rate, mass diffusivity, temperatures, and other
parameters were made dimensionless so that orders of magnitudes could be
assessed and for convenient numerical solution. The dimensionless quanti-
ties are
z = z/D e
V = hfgq/Q nominal
p * = M(Cev ev/De)Ach fg/Qnomina
Ti = Ti/Tev
Tw = Tw/Te
w w ev
TO  = TO/Tev
T = Tc/Tev
TR = TR/Tev
* dQ * * *Qe 
-dQ = S (T 
- Tc
dz
* * *3 *
S = F (4EoT + H*)i
* 4
F = nPD T e/Qe ev nominal
H = h/oT 3
ev
C = CTev/DeQnominal
where Tev is the evaporator temperature which sets the total pressure in
the system, and De is an equivalent diameter allowing for the presence of
arteries within the pipe,
De = (4A c/) 1/ 2
where A is the cross sectional area available for vapor flow. An exponent
c
E is an empirical factor to account for the temperature variation of the,
mass diffusivity defined by
2-6
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cd-= Cevlev(Ti/Tev)E
Eqs.(2-6), (2-11), (2-12), and (2-8) written in dimensionless form become
2 *
* d + K (Ti - T) - S (T* - Tc ) = 0 (2-16)
dz
d _ V (2-17)
1
dV K (T* - T) (2-18)
dz
-T (1/T.-1)
-e =e 1 (2-19)1 - e - f =  e - 0 I i  -19)
Under approximation 2 Eq. (2-16) is approximated as
2 *
C *2  + K*(Ti-T ) - S (T-T c ) = 0 (2-16a)
*
2  w cdz
The simplifying feature of this approximation is that the second derivative
in Eq. (2-16a) can now be eliminated. Eq. (2-19) is differentiated with
* 
*
respect to z , and Eq. (2-17) is used to eliminate d /dz . The result
multiplied by C is
* *2-ESdTi  . - T .
C = C -e- (2-21)
dz 1l-e 'TO
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Eq. (2-21) is differentiated again with respect to z , Eq. (2-17) is
used again to eliminate dp/dz , and Eq. (2-21) itself is used to eliminate
dTi/dz
C* d 2Ti dV2 (2-22)
dz 2  dz
where the functions 1' D2' 3 are
* 2 - E
e- T
1() = C e - (2-23)(1-e- d) ,0YTO
D2(f) = 1 - (2-E)(T*/TO)e-4 (2-24)
3(,V*) = V*2/ (1-e).*TE (2-25)
Equation (2-16a) together with Eqs. (2-18) and (2-22) now can be written
dV - (D D4 (2-26)
dz
where
S4( ,V ) = 1 - ( 3 ) (2-27)
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The program accounts for a step change in axial conduction between sections
1 and 2 of the condenser, Fig. 1-1, by assuming continuity in the mole
fraction, x and p. Because the analysis is one dimensional, this assump-
tion leads to a step change in the vapor velocity, V, when the front forms
across the discontinuity. Thus, for a discontinuity in condenser parameters,
the mole average velocity, V, is calculated as follows:
* *
C1  dT.1
Swhere* dTi is given by Eq. (2-21)(2-28)
C2  dT
V* *dzV* dz
Eqs. (2-17) and (2-26) together with (2-19) and the definitions of j in
Eqs. (2-23, 2-24, 2-25 and 2-27) form a set of two simultaneous nonlinear
first order ordinary differential equations which can be numerically
solved by, say, a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine. The initial condi-
tions are V = 0 and 4 =  0 at z = 0. Values oflZ and 6 for a length
of pipe L can be obtained versus c0 for a given set of parameters and an
evaporator temperature Tev* An iterative routine can be used to find 0
for a prescribed value of either2ifor Q.
2.3 Numerical Solution
Section 2.2 shows how Eqs. (2-6),(2-11) and (2-12) are reduced by
virtue of assumption 2 (high wick conductance) to Eqs. (2-17) and (2-26),
a set of two simultaneous first order differential equations in and V
(a dimensionless velocity or mass flow rate).
In the numerical solution of these equations, an initial value of Ti
slightly in excess of the sink temperature is used to fix p(0), and a
2-9
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fourth order Runge-Kutta routine is used to solve for p(z) and V*(z). Either
the amount of gas in the pipe or the total heat rejection is then compared
with the input value. Depending on the sign of the deviation, the program
then either (1) operates in the "long mode" and slides the front up the pipe
a certain distance or (2) operates in the "short mode" and increases c(O)
a prescribed amount, and the integration is repeated. This iteration scheme
is repeated until the calculated value of & or Q (depending on the option
used) agrees within the numerical integration accuracy with the specified
value.
2-10
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3.0 PROGRAM APPLICATION
The program has been found useful in the following areas:
* Research
* Design
* Performance prediction
As a research tool it can be used to study the nature of the vapor-gas
interface in gas-loaded heat pipes [Ref. 4]. Using the program for para-
metric analysis,one can study the relative effects of various boundary
conditions, fluid properties, material properties, operating tempera-
tures, etc., on heat and mass transfer. Useful program outputs for
purposes of comparison are the temperature, heat transfer and mass trans-
fer profiles, and the diffusion freezeout rates.
Although the computer program is not a design program, per se, it can be
extremely useful in this respect. By running the program for minimum
and maximum design conditions (evaporator temperature, power and sink
conditions) one establishes the variation in condenser gas inventory and
uses this information to size the gas reservoir. Also, through variation
of design parameters, one can optimize the condenser and radiator design
for the desired power and evaporator temperature control range.
Given a particular heat pipe configuration, the program can be used to
predict performance at various operating conditions, i.e., run a perform-
ance map of Q versus Tev for a fixed set of parameters. This is partic-
ularly useful in studying heat pipe performance under off-design
conditions.
3.1 Minimum Power and Freezeout Rates
It is possible to obtain the heat leakage when the gas completely
blocks the condenser by simply reading the value of QSUM at the beginning
of an adiabatic section. This heat transfer represents, for example, the
heat leak associated with a variable conductance heat pipe in the "full-
off" position. Each component of heat transfer can be calculated separately
3-1
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by multiplying the mass flow at a point (for example, TI = 0.986) by the
latent heat of vaporization of the working fluid and subtracting from
QFLOW. In the example given in Appendix C the total heat transfer across
the front is 2.01 Btu/hr, with 0.37 Btu/hr due to diffusion and 1.64 Btu/hr
due to conduction.
If the temperature of the gas-blocked portion of the condenser falls below
the freezing point of the working fluid, then vapor which diffuses through
the gas and freezes on the walls does not return to the evaporator. Given
sufficient time, this will deplete the evaporator of fluid and result in
heat pipe failure. The rate of fluid loss (diffusion freezeout rate) is
given by the mass flow past the point at which the wick falls to the
freezing point of the fluid.
3.2 Design
For design applications one most commonly uses the heat input option
(MODEQM = 0) and prescribes the required heat input, Q. An example of ho,,
the program might be used to size the reservoir of gas-controlled heat pipes
is outlined below.
For a given condenser/fin geometry the following conditions determine the
amount of gas in the pipe for the "full-on" and "full-off" cases.
(1) Condenser Full-on (Maximum Power):
Heat Input
Evaporator Temperature
Sink Conditions
(2) Condenser Full-Off (Minimum Power):
Heat Input
Evaporator Temperature
Sink Conditions
Note that if the condenser were truly full-on then there would be no gas
in the pipe. In reality, however, it is not pbssible to achieve this con-
dition in a gas loaded pipe because of diffusion, nor is it desirable from
a control point of view--especially in passive systems. Similarly, there
is always a minimum power (heat leak) in the full-off position.
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A run is made for each of these two cases with the reservoir volume set
equal to zero (VRES = 0) to yield the number of moles of non-condensible
gas, ~ax andq(min, in the pipe. These are the final values of MPIPE
printed at z = L1 + L2 + L3 in each case. Summing the total number of moles--
constant for a closed system--yields two simultaneous equations, which may
be solved for the required reservoir volume and gas inventory:
: VR R TR max +;max
. +(3-1)
R TRT min min
where PgR is the partial pressure of non-condensible gas in the reservoir,
which may be found by reading the vapor pressure curve at the evaporator
and reservoir temperatures (PgR = Pev - PvR )"
Solving for the reservoir volume:
Pu (07mi n-max)( - (3-2)
T R max TR min
This equation may be expressed in terms of the computer output variables
as follows:
VR = ?min - ax (3-3)
(Tev (Tev
[R Cev TR ]max- [XR Cev TR ]min
where P
c ev , Ib-mole/ft3
ev Ru Tevu ev
Tev = evaporator temperature, OR
Pev = vapor pressure corresponding to evaporator
temperature, psf
xR = mole fraction of non-condensible gas in the
control reservoir, (PgR/Pev) = XSR
3-3
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CEV and TEV are direct outputs of the program, but some discretion must
be used in defining the reservoir properties, xR and TR. Although the
reservoir volume was set equal to zero, much information about the
reservoir properties may be obtained from the output. The temperature at
the end of the condenser (z=O) where the reservoir feedtube is attached,
for instance, defines the reservoir temperature and the mole fraction in
certain cases, Ref. (1]. The temperature at the end of the pipe depends on
the length and shape of the front; and the reservoir properties are usually
quite sensitive to this temperature. These considerations are summarized
in Table 3-I for the usual applications.
Table 3-I
Gas Reservoir Characteristics (Design)
Type of Type of TR  XR
Control Reservoir
Passive Non-Wicked (Hot) TEV XS @ Z=0
Active Wicked (Heated) Independent Variables (determined
external to program).
Passive Wicked (Insulated) TWICK @ Z=O XS @ Z=0
*Assuming the reservoir temperature is coupled to the evaporator temperature.
**Assuming the reservoir well coupled,thermally, to the end of the condenser
and insulated from the surrounds.
It must be emphasized that the preceding is not a fixed design procedure,
and the approach may be altered to accommodate other possibilities, such
as variable volume reservoirs, or passive wicked reservoirs which are
thermally de-coupled from the condenser.
3.3 Performance Prediction
For a given application, the amount of inert gas in the pipe is a
known quantity. Thus, in order to predict the performance at various
design or off-design conditions, the amount of gas is prescribed and MODEQM
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is set equal to one. Note that under this option the gas inventory may be
specified in either of two ways:
(1) ZGAS - the length of condenser filled with gas if a sharp
front is assumed (flat-front theory).
(2) AGAS - the amount of gas in lb-moles,f.
The former might be used in parametric analyses to establish similar vapor-
gas interface locations for varying conditions without tedious calculation
of appropriate molar inventories. It might also be used for specifying
the amount of gas in a heat pipe to aid start-up from the frozen state.
For example, one might specify that the entire condenser be gas-blocked at
an evaporator temperature a few degrees above the freezing point of the
working fluid.
But, for performance estimation purposes, the AGAS option is used and the
amount of gas is put in directly, in lb-moles. If there is a separate
reservoir volume, it is necessary to enter the appropriate control integer
(NRES) and reservoir temperature (TRES) in the input. Table 3-11 is a
summary of the appropriate input values for typical applications. It
should be pointed out that the program does not account for heat leakage
from an actively heated reservoir into the condenser.
Again, the preceding is not a fixed procedure, but may be modified for other
possibilities. The heat load might be more accurately known than the molar
inventory, for example, in a certain performance test. In this case one
would use the heat input option (MODEQM = 0) rather than specifying the
amount of gas. Table 3-II is applicable in either case.
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Table 3-11
Gas Reservoir Characteristics (Performance)
Type of Type of
Control Reservoir NRES TRES
Passive Non-wicked (Hot) 0 TEV
Active Wicked (Heated) 1 Desired Temp
**
Passive Wicked (Insulated) 2 Arbitrary
*Assuming the reservoir temperature coupled to the evaporator temperature.
**The program assumes that the reservoir is insulated and takes the
temperature at the end of the condenser as the reservoir temperature in
this case. Thus, the input value is arbitrary (non-zero).
3.4 Adiabatic Section
In many heat nine anplications an unfinned, insulated section
exists between the evanorator and condenser. The heat loss from this
section may be negligible. It can then be treated as adiabatic. The
computer program has the canability of dealing with such a section in
addition to two condenser sections farther from the evaporator.
If an "adiabatic section" is not truly adiabatic but loses heat
so that it is not satisfactory to model it so, the orogram can still
be used, but care must be exercised. The way to treat a not-ouite
adiabatic section with the existing orogram is to treat that section as a
condenser, Section 2. There then remains only one other condenser Section 1
which must model the active condenser of the actual nine. The nroqram
adiabatic section canability is then not made use of, and a value of
XLONGA = 0.0 is accordingly input.
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4.0 INPUT DESCRIPTION
An input form for the program is reproduced in Fig. 4-1. Each
line corresponds to a data card, and the input format is given in the
second column. Also shown are the input parameters which cannot be set
equal to zero without causing numerical difficulties in operation 
of the
program. The following defines each input variable and gives some 
of the
restrictions and limitations imposed on these variables.
Cards 1 & 2 (72H)
These are title cards which are used to identify the run. Any desired
information, such as project, name, date, etc. may be typed on these
cards. The only restriction is that column one is used for carriage
control. Thus, a "1" is usually punched in the first column of card one
to start printout at the top of the page, and the first column of card
two is left blank.
4.1 Fluid Characteristics
Card 3 (3F 12.5)
All, Bll, Cll: vapor pressure parameters in the least squares fit,
B11 C11
ln P = All - BT T2
where the pressure, P, is in psia and the temperature, T, is in
OR. See Table 4-I.
Card 4 (5 F 12.5)
XMC: molecular weight of the condensible. See Table 4-I.
DIF: mass diffusivity for the vapor-gas pair at one atmosphere
and 460R (ft2/hr). See Table 4-I.
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SCARD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 72H 1
2 72H
PARAMETERS
All B11 C11
3 3F12.5 O 0
XMC DIF E HFG
4 4F12.5 O 0 O
PF1 AF1 CF1 EF1 EMISI HF1
5 6F12.5 0 o NOT BOTH
PF2 AF2 CF2 EF2 EMIS2 HF2
6 6F12.5
DOUTA TIHKWA CWA DELA CWKA XLONGA
7 6F12.5
DOUT THKW CW
8 3F12.5 O
DEL CONWK DART
9 3F12.5 ,0 0
TF1 POWI XLONGI
10 3F12.5 -0 0O
TF2 POW2 XLONG2
11 3F12.5 0O
3F12.5, TEV Q ZGAS AGAS TTRAP
12 E12.5 0 0 NOT BOTH
225 VRES TRES RES MODEQ1M ZPRINT NRUN
2F12.5,
13 214, O 0
F12.5,
14
FIGURE 4-1. Program Input Form Showing Parameters
Which Cannot be Set Equal to Zero
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E: exponent used in the following equation to convert mass
diffusivity at standard conditions to the value at operating
pressure and temperature. See Table 4-1.
T 1 + E
ev = DIF ( ) )
ev
where Tev evaporator temperature (OR)
Pev vapor pressure of condensible corresponding
to evaporator temperature (atmos).
HFG: latent heat of vaporization of the condensible evaluated at
the evaporator temperature (Btu/lbm). If a freeze-out rate
is the primary quantity desired, the latent heat of vapori-
zation plus the latent heat of fusion (the heat of sub-
limation) at the freezing point should be used.
Table 4-I
Fluid Characteristics
Fluid All B11 C11 XMC DIF* E
Ammonia (NH3) 13.13 3821.04 296548.2 17.0 0.763 0.81
Methanol (CH30H) 14.48 6262.17 557386.2 32.0 0.442 0.81
Water (H20) 14.20 6526.73 810130.7 18.0 0.892 0.81
Typical values for diffusion in air.
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4.2 Condenser Parameters, Section 1, Farthest from Evaporator
Card 5 (6F 12.5)
PFl: fin perimeter perpendicular to the pipe over which heat
transfer occurs (inches). Note that if there is no fin
(e.g. a tube rejecting heat from its outer diameter)
PF1 equals Dou t . See Fig. 1-2.
AFl: fin cross-sectional area perpendicular to the pipe (in.2)
When there is no fin AF1 is set equal to zero. AFI can
even have a negative value to account for a reduction in
pipe wall thickness with respect to the input value THKW.
CF1: effective thermal conductivity of fin for conduction in
the axial direction (Btu/hr-ft-OF). For a plain fin, the
effective conductivity is simply the conductivity of the
fin material. However, in many cases the fin might be
segmented (slotted) to lower axial conductance. In that
case CF1 should reflect the contribution of the segmented
fin to overall axial conductance. An approximate approach
to this case is as follows:
The total axial resistance is given by:
R = R +R
RT Rfin gap (4-1)
But,
N N-lRN + N 1 (4-2)T 1 1 1 1 + (4-2)+ + +
Rwick Rwall Rfin Rwick Rwall
Defining the relation for k'fin , the effective conductivity:
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RT =T (kA)wick + (kA)wa 1 + k' (A)i
wick wall fin cfin
NLf
(kA)wick + (kA)wall + (kA)fin
(N-l) L (43)
+ (4-3)
(kA)wick + (kA)wall
where RT = overall axial thermal resistance of the
condenser section
RFIN = thermal resistance in the region where the
fins are attached
RGAP = thermal resistance of the gaps between the fins
Rwick = axial thermal resistance of the wick
Rwall = axial thermal resistance of the pipe wall
Rfin = axial thermal resistance of a single fin
L = XLONG = overall length of condenser section
L = length of a single fin in axial direction
L = gap width
N = number of fin segments
kA = axial conductivity - area product
k'fin = CF1 - effective thermal conductivity of thefin
slotted fin
(Ac) fin = AF1 - fin cross-sectional area
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Equation 4-3 may be solved in detail for k'fin (CF1), but for most
applications the conductance of the wick and the first term on the
right hand side of Eq. 4-3 are negligible relative to the other
terms. Thus, in most cases the effective conductivity may be
calculated from the following:
k' = (kA)wall L (4-4)fin (A )fi n  (N-I) L
EFl: effectiveness of condenser fin, n (dimensionless)
EMIS1: fin total hemispherical emissivity, E (dimensionless)
Must be consistent with POW1, section 4.6, and must be
zero when convection only.
HFl: fin external convective heat transfer coefficient,
hf (Btu/hr-ft -OF)
Must be set equal to zero when radiation only.
Note that EF1 and HF1 cannot both be set equal to zero.
4.3 Condenser Parameters, Section 2, Nearest to Evaporator
Card 6 (6F 12.5)
The input variables for card 6 are the same as defined above for
condenser section number 1. If there is only one condenser section,
then set everything on card 6 identical to card 5. If section number
2 is an adiabatic section, then PF2 is set equal to zero (Paragraph 3.4).
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4.4 Adiabatic Section Parameters
Card 7 (6F 12.5)
DOUTA = outside diameter of adiabatic section pipe (inches)
THKWA = wall thickness of adiabatic section (inches)
CWA = thermal conductivity of adiabatic section wall (Btu/hr.ft.oF)
DELA = wick thickness in the adiabatic section (inches)
CWKA = wick thermal conductivity of the wick in the adiabatic
section (Btu/hr.ft.oF.)
XLONGA = length of adiabatic section (feet)
4.5 Wall Characteristics
Card 8 (3F 12.5)
DOUT: outside diameter of heat pipe (inches)
THKW: heat pipe wall thickness (inches)
CW: pipe wall thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-OF)
If an artery is present, multiply CW by the ratio
[(kA)artery + (kA)wall] / (kA)wall'
4.6 Wick Characteristics
Card 9 (3F 12.5)
DEL: heat pipe wick thickness, 6 (inches)
CONWK: effective thermal conductivity of saturated wick (Btu/hr-ft-'F)
DART: effective diameter of arteries in pipe (inches)
DART = (4A / ) (4-5)
where A is the total cross-sectional area of arteries in the
c
pipe. See Fig. 1-2.
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4.7 Environmental Parameters and Lengths
Card 10 (3F 12.5)
TFl: condenser, section number 1, external fluid or sink
temperature for convective heat transfer, Tf , (OR).
May be set equal to zero if only heat transf r mode
is radiation.
POWI: The absorbed power per unit area of the outer fin surface
(perimeter times length). The power is both from the back
(internal power) and the front (solar absorption, etc.),
but the area is the front area only (Btu/hr-ft2). For the
case where the front is surrounded by an effectively black
enclosure at a known temperature T1 and there is no internal
heat transfer, POWl is calculated as follows:
POWl = a1lT 14  (4-6)
where a is the external*total hemispherical absorptivity for
source temperature T1 and surface temperature Tev.* If T1 is
close to Tev both a and E would be the same internal total
hemispherical emissivity.
POWI may be set equal to zero for convection heat transfer
only. In other applications POWl or POW2 may be a very small
number, e.g. 0.01, but not zero.
XLONG1: length of condenser, section 1, L1 (feet).
*See the Journal of Heat Transfer, 91, p. 2, Feb. 1969.
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Card 11 (3F 12.5)
The input variables for card 10 are the same as defined above
for condenser section number 1. If there is only one condenser
section, then set TF2 and POW2 equal to TF1 and POWI, respectively
and make the sum of the lengths, XLONG1 + XLONG2 equal to the
total length of the condenser. If section 2 is an adiabatic
section, then TF2 and POW2 should be input identical to section 1,
but XLONG2 is the adiabatic length (see Section 3.4).
4.8 Operating Conditions
Card 12 (3F 12.5, E12.5)
TEV: evaporator temperature, Tev (OR)
Q: heat pipe power, (Btu/hr).
When using the heat input option, MODEQM = 0, 0 is the
prescribed heat pipe heat load. If the amount of gas is
input, MODEQM = 1, the program calculates the heat pipe
power, but it is necessary to put in a nominal value for
Q, since it is used to non-dimensionalize certain variables.
The value of in this case is arbitrary; it need be
correct only within half an order of magnitude.
See Table 4-II.
The value of Q cannot exceed the heat rejection of an
isothermal condenser at Tev, as given by Eq. (4-7);
otherwise an error message will print "heat flux too
high or pipe too short."
Q < nl P1 L1 [1 Tev4 + hf (Tev - Tf) - POWI
+ n2 P2 L2 [2 Tev
4 + hf2 (Tev - Tf2) -
POW2 ] (4-7)
2 4-9
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ZGAS: length of condenser filled with gas if a sharp
temperature front is assumed (feet). ZGAS is a means
of specifying the non-condensible gas inventory when
using the gas input option, MODEQM = 1. It is convenient
for making parametric runs or estimating the performance
of a pipe with gas in it to aid in start-up from the
frozen state.
Since ZGAS and AGAS cannot both be zero, ZGAS is set
equal to a nominal value when the heat input option 
is
used. See Table 4-11.
AGAS: Amount of non-condensible gas in heat pipe and reservoir.
?4) (lb-moles). See Table 4-11.
TTRAP: -Temperature of the wick at the entrance to a non-
wicked reservoir if different from the temperature
of the end of Condenser 1 farthest from the evaporator.
If the same as the temperature of the end of the condenser,
enter 0.0.
Table 4-II
Operating Conditions
MODEM ZGAS AGAS REMARKS
0 Actual Nominal* 0 Heat input option
1 Nominal** 0 Actual Amount of gas input
in terms of lb-moles
1 Nominal** Actual 0 Amount of gas input
in terms of gas length
Not used in calculations, but must be input since ZGAS and
AGAS cannot both be zero.
Used to non-dimensionalize certain variables. Put in a low
estimate.
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4.9 Reservoir Characteristics
Card 13 (2F 12.5, 2112, F 12.5, I 12)
VRES: gas reservoir volume, VR (in.3). Set equal to zero when
a reservoir is not desired.
TRES: gas reservoir temperature, TR ('R). When VRES = 0 an
arbitrary non-zero value must be put in for TRES.
Use TEV. When NRES = 2 the reservoir temperature is
determined internally to the program. Thus, an arbitrary
non-zero value (e.g., TEV) must also be input for TRES in
this case. See Tables 3-I and 3-II.
NRES: control constant for type of reservoir (0, 1, 2).
Refer to Table 3-II.
4.10 Program Control Options
The following variables are included on card 12 although not related to
the reservoir characteristics.
MODEQM: refers to a prescribed heat input (0) or a prescribed
amount of gas (1). Refer to paragraphs 3.2, 3.3 and
Table 4-II.
ZPRINT: Indicates the length of condenser in inches between
printed output points. This distance should 
exceed
one-quarter of a pipe diameter.
NRUN: equals 1 if another set of data follows; otherwise leave
blank.
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5.0 OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
5.1 Innut
The input is printed out to document the input oarameters and to
oermit the user to verify that they were read in correctly. The first two
lines are the descriptive words used to describe the run.
5.1.1 Vanor Pressure and Fluid Properties
The first two lines of numerical nrintout are the input vanor
pressure parameters and the fluid properties read in on input cards 3 and 4
See Section 4.1.
5.1.2 Fin Prooerties
The next two lines of numerical printout are the fin oronerties
read in on input cards 5 and 6, Section 4.2.
5.1.3 Adiabatic Section and Pioe Pronerties
The adiabatic section parameters read in on input card 7 is then
orinted, followed by the data on innut card 8.
5.1.4 Condenser Environments
The condenser environments are next orinted out, corresnonding to
innut cards 10 and 11.
5.1.5 Wick, Artery and Reservoir
Inout data on card 9 having to do with the wick and artery, and
data on input card 13 havina to do with the reservoir are next printed
in the output.
5.1.6 Operating Conditions
Finally, the remaining data on input cards 12 and 13 are nrinted
out. The quantities XGAS and AMT are computed quantities corresnonding to input
ZGAS or AGAS which fix the gas in the reservoir. The dimensionless auantit,
GAS is the amount of gas divided by the normalizing factor COEF, which is
also orinted.
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5.2 Dimensionless Parameters
A number of dimensionless parameters used in the program are
printed. These printouts are of no great import, but the user may
be interested in some of them. For examnle, the dimensionless sink
temperatures TSl and TS2 give the fraction of the evanorator absolute
temperature which would be achieved under comoletely gas-blocked
conditions with no axial conduction acting.
5.2.1 Dimensionless Temoeratures
The quantities TZ, TS1, TS2, TR, and TTRP are as follows:
TZ To* in Eq. (2-19)
TS1 Tw in Eq. (2-1) when d6 = 0, Condenser I
TS2 As above, Condenser 2
TR Tres / T e v , dimensionless reservoir temnerature
TTRP Dimensionless cold tran temperature
5.2.2 Dimensionless Condenser Parameters
For each of the two condenser sections the following auantities
are Printed:
EMIS Emissivity
C C* in Eq. (2-16)
F F* defined in Section 2.2, radiation parameter
H H* defined in Section 2.2, convection parameter
XL L* lenqth L divided by De
XS xs, mole fraction of gas corresponding to temperature
Twin Eq. (2-1) when dQ = 0.
5.2.3 Dimensionless Adiabatic Section Parameters
Ouantities are printed as follows:
C3 C* in Eq. (2-16) for the adiabatic third section
RA Dimensionless wick resistance, adiabatic section
DIADI Inside diameter normalized by the condensing section
inside diameter De
R Dimensionless wick resistance, condensing section
XL3 Length normalized by D
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5.3 Debug Information
A number of printed statements give the user clues as to whether
or not the program is functioning with the input data given it.
5.3.1 Exits from INPT
In subroutine INPT certain errors in the input data will
result in the printing of one or more of the following error messages:
CONDENSER SECTION NO. 1 INPUT WRONG
CONDENSER SECTION NO. 2 INPUT WRONG
INPUT ERROR, ZGAS = 0.0 AGAS = 0.0
PIPE EXCEEDS 250 DIAMETERS
The first two above result when, for the condenser section in
question, the effectiveness, perimeter, or the sum of the emissivity
and convective heat transfer coefficient is zero.
The "input error" message results when both the length of gas-
blocked condenser and the amount of gas specified are zero. The
program is designed to treat heat pipes containing enough non-
condensible gas to affect at least a portion of one of the condensers.
If the combined lengths of the three sections exceeds 250 inside
diameters De, the internally specified incremental length DZ = 0.25
will result in over 1000 integration steps along the pipe. This
number will then exceed the number of storage locations specified
within the program. For heat pipes which exceed 250 diameters in
length, it is necessary to increase DZ within the Fortran source
program or increase the number of storage locations.
5.3.2 Exits from FIRST
A check is made in subroutine FIRST to determine whether
the mole fraction in gas blocked condenser 1 exceeds 0.999999. If
it does, a warning message is printed
INPUT ERROR, CONDENSER 1 ENVIRONMENT TOO COLD
Next a check is made to establish whether the sink conditions for
Condenser 1 are colder than those for Condenser 2. If they are not,
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a message is printed as follows:
INPUT ERROR, CONDENSER 1 ENVIRONMENT HOTTER THAN
THAT FOR CONDENSER 2
Also in subroutine FIRST, depending upon whether MODEQM equals
0 or 1, that is, depending upon whether the heat flux or the amount
of gas is meant to be specified, a check is made to see whether the
specification is compatible with the other specified parameters,
such as evaporator temperature, condenser parameters, and reservoir
size. IF they are not compatible the program prints one of the
following two messages:
INPUT ERROR, HEAT FLUX TOO HIGH OR CONDENSERS TOO SHORT
INPUT ERROR, TOO MUCH GAS FOR PIPE
The gas inventory estimate is made using elementary flat-front
theory so that it is remotely possible that the user can input too
large a gas inventory and still pass the screening test.
5.3.3 Convergence
The program prints messages indicating the subroutines
used in the search for an answer satisfying the convergence criterion.
One normal message is:
ITERATING IN PATCH
Subroutine PATCH calls BACK once and then FORWRD and CROSS repeatedly
to establish the gas-blocked temperature profile in the first condenser
section, based upon the assumption that the second condenser is
sufficiently long to achieve a uniform gas-blocked temperature in
the region remote from the first. If the quantity DELTEE is not
large enough, or if the axial conduction is quite strong, difficulty
may be experienced resulting in the prints:
1000 STEPS IN BACK
1000 STEPS IN FORWARD
Trouble in CROSS may result in the following messages:
1000 STEPS IN CROSS
ZERO J2 IN CROSS
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With none of these troubles the next normal print is:
ITER=O TSTART = Z1 = XL1 =
This printing is normally repeated with ITER increasing
sequentially. Convergence in PATCH occurs when Z1 is within DZ of
XL1. Failure to achieve this situation is signalled with the message:
FAILED TO CONVERGE IN PATCH
After the completion of subroutine PATCH, subroutine LONG calls
subroutine START which utilizes PIPE. Trouble in PIPE may be signalled
by:
TOO MANY STEPS IN PIPE, J = 1001
In the normal situation the next print, after successful completion
of the iterating in PATCH, will be:
ITERATING IN LONG
ITER=O JSTART = 1 GAS = QSUM = JEND = MOREJ =
If the program continues iterating in LONG, additional lines with
ITER = 1, 2, etc. will appear. Successful convergence is signalled by
MOREJ = 0 and may be verified by QSUM = 1.0 for prescribed power or
GAS nearly equalling the value printed under the previous heading
AMOUNT OF NONCONDENSIBLE GAS. Failure to achieve this condition
results in the message:
FAILED TO CONVERGE IN LONG
Under some conditions subroutine LONG may call upon subroutine
START2. In this case the message:
ITERATING IN START2
may appear followed by prints of:
I = TSTART = XSUM = QSUM = JEND = MOREJ =
Convergence is again indicated by MOREJ = 0 and an appropriate
value of QSUM or XSUM.
Under other conditions, following the print ITER = 0 from sub-
routine LONG, the print:
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ITERATING IN SHORT
ITER = TSTART = XSUM = QSUM=
appears. Convergence is indicated by an appropriate value of XSUM
or QSUM. Lack of convergence is indicated by:
FAILED TO CONVERGE IN SHORT
5.4 Calculated Reservoir Conditions
After completion of the iteration searching process the reservoir
conditions are printed:
TRES Reservoir Temperature in OR
XSR Mole fraction of noncondensible in reservoir
RESGAS Amount of gas in lb.-moles in reservoir
If the volume of the reservoir is input as Zero, this line of
output will not appear.
5.5 Profiles
Profiles of temperature, mass flow, mole fraction and cumulative
sums of power lost and gas contained in the reservoir and pipe are
printed versus length along the pipe. These profiles are as follows:
3 Integration sten
ZIN Distance from end of condenser farthest from
the evanorator in inches
Z Dimensionless distance
V Dimensionless mass flow V* in En. (2-17)
P Dimensionless gas quantity ¢ in Eo. (2-10)
TI Dimensionless wick - vanor interface temneratures
XSUM Dimensionless running sum of gas contained
OSUM Dimensionless runnina sum of oower lost
MASS FLOW Vapor flow in the pipe, lb./hr.
QFLOW Cumulative power lost, BTU/hr.
XS Mole fraction
TWICK Wick-vapor interface temperature, OR
TWALL Wall temperature, OR
MGAS Cumulative sum of gas contained in the reservoir
and the nine,lb.-moles
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Missing values of J have been skipped because of the ZPRINT criterion.
5.6 Total Gas and Heat Flow
The final four print statements are as follows:
GAS IN ONE DZ STEP OF GAS-BLOCKED CONDENSER 1 = LB-MOLES
POWER LOST BY ONE DZ STEP OF FULL-ON CONDENSER 1 = BTU/HR.
TOTAL GAS IN PIPE AND RESERVOIR = LB-MOLES.
TOTAL POWER LOST BY CONDENSERS = BTU/HR.
The first line is the gas contained in a length of Condenser 1
equal to the step size used in the integration. The second line
likewise equals the power radiated in an incremental length of full-
on condenser. Of the final two lines, one should agree, within the
integration precision, with the input value, and the other constitutes
an answer of interest to the heat pipe analyst or designer. If ZGAS
or AGAS had been input, the gas inventory should agree with that value
within the precision indicated, and the power is the answer sought.
If Q had been input, the power should agree with that value within
the indicated precision, and the gas inventory is the answer sought.
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6.0 NOMENCLATURE
Ac  - Cross sectional area
C - Axial conductivity-area product
D - Diameter
- Diffusion coefficient for noncondensible in
condensible
E - Empirical constant for temperature dependence of P
F* - Nondimensional quantity defined in Paragraph 2.2
H - Irradiation onto condenser surface
K - Radial wick conductance
L - Length of condenser
M - Molecular weight of condensible
- Molar inventory of noncondensible
P - Heat transfer perimeter of fin
Pi - Partial pressure of noncondensible at temperature Ti
0 - Heat transfer rate
Q* - Nondimensional quantity defined in Paragraph 2.2
e
R - Gas constant for condensible
R - Universal gas constant (1545.4, ft-lbf /R-lbmole)
u
S - Radial conductance from condenser
T - Temperature
T - Characteristic temperature of fluid defined by Eq. (2-8b)
V - Mole average velocity
c - Molar concentration
h - Coefficient of heat transfer
hfg - Latent heat of vaporization
k - Thermal conductivity
m - Mass flow rate
q - Heat flux
v - Void volume
x - Mole fraction of noncondensible
z - Axial position
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S - Absorptance of condenser surface
6 - Wick thickness
- Total hemispherical emittance of condenser surface
- Dimensional variable defined by Eq. (2-10)
(I' P2' 43' (4 - Dimensionless groupings defined in Paragraph 
2.2
n - Effectiveness of condenser fin
S - Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Subscripts:
abs - Absorbed from surrounds
b - Bulk average (area-velocity weighted) value
c - Effective sink conditions
e - Equivalent value
ev - Evaporator conditions
f - External fluid conditions
i - Wick surface conditions
min,max - Minimum, maximum
nominal - Initialized value for numerical solution
n - Cross-sectional element of pipe
Res, R - Reservoir conditions
s - Spatial (area weighted) average
w - Condenser wall conditions
1,2 - Condenser section number 1 and 2, respectively
* - Superscript denotes nondimensional variable
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APPENDIX A
FLOW DIAGRAM (TRW-GASPIPE)
The flow diagrams presented in the following pages are included
as an aid to understanding the overall program logic.
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FLOWCHART OF MAIN PROGRAM
MAIN
CALL
INPT
Reads in
input data
CALL
FIRST
Checks
input
consistency
CALL
PATCH
Generates a
gas-blocked
base
profile
CALL
LONG
Searches for a
satisfactory profile
found from perturbing
the base profile
CALL
OUTPT
Write out
answers
STOP
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FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE PATCH
PATCH
Called
from
Main
CLONG
CALL
FORWRD
Generates NDENSER
profile in SHORT
Condenser 1
CALL
BACK WRITE
Generates ERROR
profile in MESSAGE
Condenser 2
TOO MANY
CALL
CROSSTESTCROSS NOT TOO NUMBER WAY
Finds where MAN Y  OF TRYS OFF
profiles
cross
LONG ADJUST CALL CALLTE
CONDENSER 1 CONDENSEP.R
TSTART FORWRD CROSS NGT
SHORT A LITTLE
SHORT
ADD
LENGTH
SSUBTRACT A LITTLE
LENGTH LONG
PATCH
FORWRD
AND BACK
RETURN
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FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE LONG
Called from RETURN
Main
CALL
JSTART=l START 2
Searches in
new mode
YES
CALL
START
PerturbTEST NO CALL CALL
Perturbs JSTART= NO
base JOLD START TEST F
profile I ?
to get
new one
TEST F JMIN+JMAX JMAX= -1 TEST =0
2 JSTART MOREJ
Evaluates
new profile I 1 MOREJ=
+1
CALL JMAX=SHORT
MOREJ=-1 TEST MOREJ=+1 JSAV NUMBERJMIN
Searches in MOREJ JMIN= TOO OF JSTART
Short mode I MANY TRY
MOREJ=O TOO MANY
RETURN ERROR
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FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE SHORT
WRITE WRITE
ERROR ERROR
MESSAGE MESSAGE
CALL
TOO MANY S~M ATUR N M
nds TMAXIN
TEST NO I TEST
NUMBER T NUMBER
TSTART TSTART= SA
CALL
CONSEC,
PIPE,JOINT, ETC.
Generates
new profile
TEST F
Evaluates
new profile
MOREJ=-1 TEST MOREJ=
RETURN
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APPENDIX B
LISTING (TRW - GASPIPE)
The program listing which is reproduced in the following pages
was compiled on a CDC-6500 computer. The program is general and may
be used on the IBM 360 or Univac 1108 simply by changing the asterisks
in the output format statements to an apostrophe. In addition, the
first card of the main program, which defines the input and output
tapes, is not required with the IBM and Univac versions.
Storage requirements are on the order of 50,000 words (octal);
approximately 15 seconds are required for compilation and from 10 to
60 seconds computation time per run.
B-1
LINYu 'nMPTI Fl? VFQ. ..~... 2/ . 1 . ..................
oDOGPAM GASCr)N (INPCUT=01TAPE5=TNDUTrUTPT.TTAF66=UTPUT)
C MOOIFIiTTON OF GASPIOE TO TREAT TWO GAS-9LOCKFO
C CONOFNSFRS AND AN AnIA9ATIC SECTION
COMMON /iO sI_XL_ TSirC 0 Fi HIEM!IS S1
000004 COMMON /CONn?/ L?, TS2, C2, F2, H2, EMIS2, XS2
000004 COMMON /AnTnA/ XL3,93,RA,O DTI
000004 COMMON /WOR / XL TS9 C, Ft H, EMISt TMIN, ZF
000004 COMMON /VP7XO/ VV(l000), PP(t000), ZZ(t000), XX(i000), 00(000),
000004 1 VBR(000), PB(I000), Z81000), 'X(1000), 08(1000),Inonfll __ AVAli.OILPrVIA[ lo ZSAV(IOOOL XSAV( 00). SAV (i000)
000004 COMMON /GAS)T4/ TZ, 0, E, Allt 9 1, C11, DELTEE, HFG
000004 COMMON /PTPOTA/ TCV, iFT, 0, GAS, TP, VR, VRFS, nZ, P, COEFTTRP
nnnnf 4 C OnN /INTC/ N-S., MOOnEM_, ZPRINT, NRUN, LNFQROP
1000004 COMMON /PTPIN/ 77FPn, V7FRO, PZERO, YZERO, OZERO, JZERO, XTEST
000004 COMMON /PIPOUJT/ XSUM, QSUM, PSUM, XSP, ZF-ONT, JEND, PoEQ, PPEG
n00nn4 OMM NLNG/ JSTA .T JA Y,_X XL2 XL123 ..
000004 COMMON /CPS/ 71 ,72,VI,V2,Xi,X?,PCROSS,QCROSS,Ji,J1M,J2,J2MJBAK
000004 9EWTND ;
ON_ . ._ RWTND 6..........
000010 1 NERROR=O
51000011 00 CLL IPTL _
00001? IF (NEFROP.EO.0) GO TO 2
000013 IF (NRUN.EO.I) GO Tn 1
00015 600 CALL FXIT
00016 ? CONTINUE
000016 TMIN=TS1
000020 2ELTE=0.2 .
00002? CALL FIRcT
C FIRST rHEFK" CONSISTFNCY OF INPUT Q AND GAS
000023 ,ALL_ PAT H
C PATCH PATCHrS TOGFTHE THE TEMP. PROFTLES AT THE
CON0FN .RF JOINT.
00024 .CALL LONG c
C LONG SFLADHv- COP A VALUE OF JSTAPT cOO WHICH on
C (SUIM Fr1tlr S G t
5 CALL OUTCT  PT
o
MAIN oC
4LR VER S 110/02/73. 15.05.14. GASCON __
C OUTPUT WPTTFS OUT THE VPZXQ VARIARLES AND CONVERTS
C SOMF OF THEM TO DTMENSIONAL QUANTITTFS
C
0I26 F (NRUN.FQ.1) GO TO 1
000030 STOP
000032 En
,,
C)
-TI
C
M -RAIN -
L PP ER(VEO. 26) 10/02/73. 15 05.1M.AC-
000060 4(D1+P)/?.0l
0000o6 3 CALL SATtJP (PMTm)____________________________
0000615 CALL MOLIE (TM*YM)
000067 xsu?4~xSIM+XMV7/T4
000073 'ALAL SUQE ! (TMS TfC) ___________________
000076 0T=S;*(TM-TC)/(t.9+S*P)
000t04. 0qUM=OSUM+'T~'9
000107 P'3(J)=P
1000112 vg(J)=V
000115q()=SU
000t20 ng (.))=OSUm -_______________________________________
0001?3 79(J)=7 N.AS )L..5 7200
00012r6 IF (ARS(flv).LT.fi.015625 .AD B(ZL.05) 7.'7
000143 CALL SATUP (09TT)
000145 IF (TI.LF.TSI) CO TO 15q
O0015 WIQITF (Ftqt)
000156 t0 cOPMAT (/2y,'1001 STFPS IN BACK*)
-~ 
00156 CALL EXIT
S00157 150 CONTINUE
i00157 OZ=+0.25
000161 JRAK=J
00016f)3 RETURON
000164 rmnf
CA)
4:%
BACK
';"RQOUTTNF RAC~K____________
C
100002COMMON /CONDi/.XLl, TSI, Ci, Fi, Hit, EMISl, XSI
nflnftfl COMlMON /Comnfl XL , TS?, C2* F2. 42s EMTS29 XS2 ______
000002 COMMON /VPZXq/ VV(1090), PP(iOOOI, ZZi0,X(1000 1oo, QQ(iOOO), -
000002 1 VR(1.OO0), PR(1000), Z9(i000), XB(1000), 08(1000),
fntiflO? VSAV~infln). PSAV(1fl00). 7SAV(i000)v ISAM~000), OSAVIIOO)________
68.6882 COMMON /GASOT8~' TZ, 0o E, All, 811, C119 OFLTEF, M4FG
10800002 COMMON /PPTAI 'EV, OFT, Q, GAS, TP, VR, VRES, OZ, R, COEF,TTRP
ftkean7 nnfmmflW i/nfQK1 OLNmyt6). THIN. ZF
000002 COMMON f~rCPSS/ 71 ,Z2 ,VlV2,XlX2,PCROSS,OCQOSSJ1,J1MJ2,J2M,J8AK
864084A TSTART=TS?-OELTEE/TFV
1080067 PZERO=PITSTART)
Ifnlnip 07=-n.25
000014 V=I.DE-8
a3 000016i P=PZEPO
flftfflyf rfiI SRATIJR (0,TT)
000022CALL "OLE (TIgXS)
000'925 XSUM0.0
000026 OSUM=O.l
n0nn27 7=0.0 
___ 
____
000030 00 100 1=110
000032 CALL RUNGE (VqPsDV,DP)
I~fllft ~ IF ;A~fV.T.D.06791 GO TO 200 ______
000042 G~O TO 40ql
000043 200 DZ=t)Z/2.0
nnnnfflla GO Tn inn
9086 1.00 CONTINUE
0 001.6f J=J*1
000054 P=P+
an00056 V=V+DV ________
BACK7 C0
Se n, PTy Irp.1) .00/02/73. 15.05,.1 ___ -
SIJRROUTTNF CONEC (NS.C)
00003 COMMON /CONDf/ XL1, TS , Ci, Fig HiM EMITSI, Xy
0 COMMON /COND XL,_ TS?.r 2 F?t H EMIS2, XS2
000003 COMMON /ADIAP/ XLT,C7,PRA,lIAnT
000003 COMMON /wDoK/ YL, TS, C, F, H EMTIS TM IN, 7F
000003 IF (NSEC.NF.1) GO TO 100
000005 XL=YLi
000007 TS=TSt1
000011 C=C1
000013 F=FI
000015 H=Ht
000017 EMIS=EMISI
00002t RETURN
000022 100 CONTTNUF
000022 TF(NSF*,,NF.?) C TO 200
000194 t L=XLI+X Y
000026 TS=TS2
000030 C=C2
032 'F=F2
030034 H=H2
000036 EMIS=EMIS2
009040 RPTUPN
000041 209 CONTTNUF
000041 XL=XLI+XL?+XL3
00044 TS=TS2
000044 C=Cl
000050 -=0.0
000051 H=.r
00053 EMTS=O.0
000054 RETURN' O
0
tn
CONSEC
V1 M0 TI R ""tl VF FQ 10 f/02/73. 55.4.
SIUROUTTNF CROSS
80002 COMMON /CONDif XLt, TSI, Ci, Fi, Hi, EMISt, XSI
l0002 COMMON ICONO2/ XL2. TS?. C2. F2. H2, EMHIST X_2
000002 COMMON /AO0AB/ XL3,C3,RA,nIADT
000002 COMMON /VPZXO/ VV(1000), OP(1000), ZZ(000) XX771000), QO(000),
anflO? 1 Ve(1000), P9(tO00), Z9(1000), XZBfooo, 08(1000)
S00002 2 . VSAVft09), PSAV(1000), ZSAV(1000), XSAV(ooo00), QAV(1000)
00002 COMMON /PIPDTA/ TEV, VFT,'Q, GAS, TP, VR, VRFS, 07, R, COEF,TTRP
nnnn CWnMMOnN I/PTPUT/ XSUM. OSUM. RSUM. XSR. ZFRONT JFNO. PPEQ. PREG
000002 COMMON /LNG/ JSTART, JSAV, XYL12, XLi23
000002 COMMON /CPSS/ 7ZZ2,V1,VX1,X2,CROSS,QCOSS,JiJtMJ2,J2MJRAK
00002 XL123=XL1+XL2?XL3
0005 XLi2=XLI+YL2
8l0007 J>=JBAK -_--
000011 J1=0
000017 P2=PR(J_
o00t 02=QB(J2)
0020 00 100 1=1,1000
00022 J1=.JI
000024 . Pt=PP(Ji)
000027 Q1=QQ(JI)
000032 IF(P1tLT.P2) GO TO 00oo
000035 99 J2=J2-1
00037 IF (J2.EO.) GO TO 101
fifO P?=PRt7fJ?) --
000043 02=QB(J2)
000046 IF (P2.LT.Pt) GO TO 99 o
nnn TF (07.LT.01) GO TO 102 
00054 100 CONTINUE
C __
00056 WRITE (6,30) -o--
000062 3o FORMAT (/* 1000 STEPS TN CPOSS*) .n
000062 CALL EXIT
C C
CROSS o
L XCCPIPLFO (VFP.?6) 10/02/73 15;05.14. CROSS- - _ _-_____
D00067 4q cORMAT W 7FD0 J? TN ______________________---___
000067 102 CONTTNPIF
1000467 J? --=J2+1 __-_________________________
010071 07 =08(I?M')
000074 Q?14=PB(J?4)
000077 j1m~ji-1
.1000101 01N200(Jlto)
000104 Ptm=PP(JP4)
000107 TEPMt=(Pt-PIM)*(Q2-O?M) _________________
000113 TEPM2=(Oi-)lm)*A0 2M-P?)
000117 I0ENOM=TEQMI+TFOM?
800121 TERM3=(r21-01')*P1M-(PI-PtM)4O1M
1000t35 XNIJ4=TEPM34 (P?M-P2) +TEPM4* (P1-PIN)
1000144 PCROSS=XNU4/lFNO"4____________
000t,6XIM(i(I)TR4(?QM*EM
co 0900154 OCPOSS~x~dItflcnr0m
000156 !F(PI.MFf.P1H) FPA'I1=(PrCRSS-PtM)/(P1-PIM)
100072 TF(QI.NF.01'4) FRACI=(CCOSS-QM)/(Q1-Q1H)
10200 YF(O?,NE.OM) FPAC2=(nCROSS-Q2N)/(Q2-Q24W_________
00020S Z1=ZZ (JlMP) +FAClI (77 (JI) -77(JIM))
000214 Z2=713(J2P14&FQAC?*(783(J?)-7R(J2MI)
~00222 =V JM+FAI(VJ)V JM)
0023 xXX (JIPI) OPAC1# Y( XIJi) XX (JiM) )
~10f24~4 =X3J IFRr*XJ? X'(2 )
000252 R~ETURN
~Jfl CA)
CRO3SS C)
L ,12 . F 0fNt r IuF~ro 1 0/112/73, '. 5 .i. _______ _ ____
rIjRpnuhTTNr flFITAIV.P.nv.flp) _____
009007? COMMtON4 /WORK/ XL, TS, C, F, H, EMTS, THIN. 7F
jO000G? COI*ION fGASOTA/ T7, 0, E, Alli,11 Gilt, DELTEE, MFG
Infifififi COMMON /PTPnTA/ TFV. OFT. 0. GAS, TP* VR. VPFS* OZ. R9 COEF.TTRP ______
0800007 CALL SATUR(P,T)
0800014 TEE = T**E
fi00020 4C=FEX(P)__________________
8880025 CALL SURF(T,S,TC)
1008033 X=EXP(-P)
'69801 GY= S*(T-TC)f(1.04S*R)
00004? TrPHI = r. XX)(**/E)(*7
000057 UP =DZ*V/(D*TEE)
flNOVI2TEPH2 = i.O-(2.0-s:)'(T/TzI'x
100070 TFRM3 = V**?/(l*TEE*XC)
0600074 OV=DZ'TERI'TER2*TEP3/(l..TERMI)
100 F (OI.FO.Q.) PFTURN
000104 OV=(0Z#OI,(l.WJT,1l))#(l.OT-R4l*TFRM29 TERM3/QI)
000115 QFTURN
nnflA Ff40
C)
-. :
DELTA*
IUFNY jfPT/R ./73. 19R.0_.14.___ _ _
FUN TTON CFX(X)
000003 IF(X.LT.O.t) GO TO 100
000006 FEX=1.O
fn00010f TF (X.GT.30.) PFTUN
000014 FEY=1.0-YP(-X)
000022 QFTUON
000 4 o100 XXX = X
000025 FrX = X
000024r XN = 1.0
00n0fl F = 1.1
000032 SIGN = 1.0
000034 00 101 I = 1,7
lfllfl36 XN = XN+I.
000040 SIGN = -STGN
000041 F = FXN
nn00043 YX = X'XXX
000045 FEX = FFX+STGN*XXX/r
o 000051 101 CONTINIJF
-a l00053 QpFTI PN
Co 000055 EN_
o
-EX-
I '
SiIRjnUTTNF FTPST
C FIRST CHECKS 0 AND GAS
000002 COMMON /CONO1/ YLI, TS1, Ci, Fi, Hi, EMIS1, XS1
nIonanft? COMMON /CONO/ YL?. TS2. C?. F2 H?2. EMIS2 S2 _
:000002 COMMON /AnIA9/ YL3,C3,PA,9IADT
000002 COMMON /WORK/ VL, TS, C, F, H, EMIS, TMTN, ZF
00002 CIOMMON /GASDTA/ TZ, D, E, Alt, Bit, C11 DELTEFp HFG
000002 COMMON /PIPDTA/ TFVq OFT, 0, GAS, TR, VR, VRES, DZ, R, COFFTTRP
00002 COMMON /INTC/ HRES, MODEQM, ZPRTNT, NRIUN, NERROP
Annnn? COMMON /PTPTN/ 77FRO. VZERO. PZERO, XZERO. QZ7PO, JZEPO, XTEST
000002 COMMON /PIPOUT/ YSUM, OSUM, PSUM, XSR, ZFRONT, JrND, PREQ, PREG
C
nfonnn TFST=1.-YSt
0000 TF(TEST.LT.1.O-6) WRITEt6,o0)
000012 10 FORMAT(/,* TNPUT FRROR, CONDENSER 1 ENIIRONMFNT TOO COLVD)
(108012 IF(TS2.LT.TSI) WRITE(6.1)
000020 11 FOPMAT(/.* INPUT EPOR, CONDFNSER I ENVIPONMENT HOTTER*,
000020 1 ' THAN THAT FOR CONDENSFP 2')
000020 n7=0.25
000022 PREG=OZ'XSt/TS1
000025 TT=1.0
1000027 SALL CONSFC(I)
000031 CALL SJURF(TT,SITCi)
000034 OI1 = S1'(TI-TC)/(1.0+St*R)
000042 PREO
= OZ*YI
0o0044 TFIMOOEQM.NE.0) GO TO 98
C CHECK FOR 0 CONSISTENCY
120149 CALL CONSFC(2)
000047 CALL SURF(TI,S2,TC2)
000052 012 = S2*(TI-TC2?)ft.O+S2?*R)
OnOOO V7 = OTt0i'XLt+QT?'XL?
000064 TF(VZ.GT.1.0) RETURN
000067 WRITE( ,12) o
000073 12 FOPMAT(/,* INPUT CRROR, HEAT FLUY TOO HIGH OP CONOENSERS', O
000073 1 ' TOO SHORT*) '
000073 WRITE(6,60) S.,TCIOI1,XLI,S2,TC2,0I2,XL?,V7
000121 60 FORMAT(ix,qFi2.4)
FIRST
RUNX fCIPTLER (V~P.261 10/02/73. 15.05.14. FIRST
000121 r0 Tq 999
C CHECK FOR GAS CONSITENCY
000122 98 CONTTN!)E
000122 TRI=TSi
0001~4 TF(NRFS.EO.1) TPR=TP
000130 Tc(NOFS.EO.2~ TP=T1i
000134 IF(NRES.EO.0.ANn.TTPP.NE.0.0) TRI=TTRP
000144 CALL MOLE (TRI,XR)
I00014f OSUM=VR*XSP/T_
000151 GASMAX=RSUI+XSI*XLI/TSi+XS2*(XL2+XL3)/TS2
00016~ IF(GASMA.GT.GA~1 RFTURN
0001t5 'RITF(5.1) GAS, rAzMAX
000175 13 FORMATI/,?XINPUT ERROR, TOO MUCH GAS FOR PIPE-,4X,
000175 1 *GAS =*'F12.4,4X,'GASMAX =*,Et2.4)
000175 099 CALL FKIT
00017V PFTIJRN
000177 EIN
II
CI
I
FIRST o
o
rC)
Iti n I " 10/02/73. 15.05.14.
SURROUTTNE CORWPO(TSTART)
800003 COMMON /CON01/ XLI, TSi, C1, Fir Hit EMISt, XSI
IG00003 • COMMON /CON92/ XL2, TS2. C?. F2. H2, EMIS2, XS2
000003 COMMON /VP7XQ/ VV(1000), OP(1000), ZZ(i000), XX(OOO0), 00Q(0001,
000003 1 V8(1000), P8(i000)1 Z00 000), XB(I000), QB(1000),
000003 2 VSAV(1000)t PSAV(1000). ZSAV(1000)v XSAV(1000), QSAV(1000)
000003 COMMON /GASDTA/ TZT D, E, All, Bl11 C1I, OELTEE, HFG
800003 COMMON /PIDTA/ TEV, OFT, q, GAS, TR, Vq, VRES, DZt R, COEF,TTRP
000003 O0MMON /WORK/ QUMMY(6), T4IN. ZF
C
000003 TMTN=TSTAqT
000004 P7FPO=PHM(TTPT)
000007 TRI=TSTAPT
000010 TF(NRES.PQ.1) TPI=TP
000014 TF(NQFS.FO.2) TP=TPI
000020 IF(NRES.EO.0.AND.TTZP.NE.0.0) TRI=TTPP
000030 CALL MOLE (TRI,XSR)
n(l33A RSUM=VR*XSP/TP
000036 CALL HMLF (TSTAPTXSTAPT)
00004t Z=0.
no0000 V=0.
000043 P=P7ERO
000045 XSUM=QSUNt
000047 QSUM=0.
000050 J=0O
000051 Z0=0.25
000R93 CALL CONSFC (1)
000056 00 100 T=1,1000
000060 CALL RIJNGF (VP,OV,DP)
nn0000 TF(A9S(OV).GT.0.0S25) GO TO 200
000071 GO TO 400
000072 200 OZ=o0/2.
000074 GO TO 100 /
000075 400 CONTINUE U
000075 J=J+1
000077 Z=Z+DZ
~391~m\D0
IRUX COCPTLFR (VFR.26) 10/02/73. 15.05.14. FORW~D
000101 Pi=P
000103 P=P+DP
000105 V=V+OV
000107 P=(PIP)/2.
000112 CALL SATUP (oT")
000115 CALL HOLF (TM,XM)
000120 XSUM=XSUM+YMD7/T7
000124 CALL SIJPF(TM,S,TC)
000139 0I=S*(TM-T)/(t.+*S'P)
000136 OSUM=OSUnM+QTn7
000141 VV(J)=V
000144 PP(J)=p
000147 77(J)=7
000152 XX(J)=XSUN
000155 OQQ(J)=SUM
000160 TF(AS(DV).LT.0.0156?5.ANO.ABS(OZ).LT.O.25) D7=2.*DZ
1000173 CALL SATUO (PTT)
000176 TF(TT.GE.T?) Go TO 150
000201 100 CONTINIE
000203 WRITF(fI0)
000210 10 FORMAT(/2X,*1000 STFPS IN FORWRO I )
000210 CALL FXIT
000212 19) CONTTNU_
000212 TMTN=TSI
000214 07=0.25
000716 RETUON
000217 END
o
L"
o
Limy (,nMPTIFP V 'FP t10/0/73. 15.05.14._
SURROUTTNF TNPT
800002 COMMON /Cni01/ YLi, TSI, Ci1 Fl, Hi, EMISil X51
000002 COMMON /CONn?/ XL2, TS?, C2, F2, H2, EMIS?, XS2
0000? tOMMON /ACTAR/ YL3.3.RA.OTAnT
000002 COMMON /WOPK/ XL, TS, C, F, H, FMIS, TMTN, ZF
000002 COMMON /GASDTA/ TZ, D0 F, 411, nil, Cii, nFLTEE, HFG
000002 COMMON /PTDOTA/ TFV. DFT, Q, GAS, TP VR, VR S, t R, COEF,TTRP
000002 COMMON /INTC/ NRES, MOODQM, ZPRINT, N9UN, NERROR
1000002 COMMON /PIPTN/ Z7ERO, VZE9O, PZERO, XZRPO, QZFRO, JZFRO, XTEST
1f00000 COMMON /PTPOUT/I SUM, OSUM RSUM, XSR, ZFRONT9 JEN), PRFQ, PREG
000002 READ (5,5)
000006 5 FOPMAT (77H
00006 8
0006 WPITE (6,5)
C FLUID CHAPACTETSTICS
ri
000012 EAD (5t10) ^A11,gilt1
000024 10 FORMAT (Fi2.5)
C Al ii11i ANO Cii AqF VAPOR PRESSURE PARAMETERS IN THE LEAST SOUARES
C 9IT P=FXP(All-Ptt/T-ClI/(fT*2)), PSTAT TN 9EG-R.
r2
000024 PEAD(5,11) XMC,DIF,F,HFG
000040 11 FOPMAT(4FI .5)
C XMC IS MOLFCULAP WEIGHT OF THE CONOFNST9LF
C DIF IS THE MASS DIFFUSIVITY AT ONE ATMOS AND 460R, FT**2/HR
C E IS THF TEMPFPATURE EXPONENT FOR DIFFUSIVITY MINUS ONF
, FNFC IS THE LATENIT HFAT (ITU/L4) ( AT TEV )
000040 WITE(6,t?-
00004 12 FORMAT(/,?2H VAPOR DPESSURE PARAMETERS)
00044 WqITE (6,131 511,11,11"-
000056 13 FORMAT (/I 6H- Ait=iPEi2.5,7H RA11=PE12.5,7H C11=1PE12.5)
000056 WRITE(6,14) . .
000062 14 FORMAT(//vi7T FLUID PROPERTIcS) n
000062 WRITE(6,15) HFG,DIF,XMCF
000075 1i FORMATf/FH HFC=F9.4,1TH BTUf/L DTF=F9.4,tlH FTFT/HR XMC=F9.4
INPT C
PUXCCIJPtLFP (VrP.?61 ____ 10/92/73. 15,.05.14. TMPT ------ __
COO%0IH D YPFq4
r, CNDENFR APAM~FTrPS. SEf-TTON 1, FARTHFST FROM FVAPORATOR
boom  OFAf(5t6) OF1;PF1CF1,FFt_,_F TOj pjP (NC
000it 16r1MA')F2.
r Arl IS FIN C~'OS-SECrTIONAL AOEA (SO. INC$HFS)
r FI IS EFFECTIVE THFPMAL CONnUCTIVITY OF CIN, ALLOWS FOR SLOTS
.r F~i IS FIN EFFECTTVENESS (DIMFNSIONLrSS)
f, E'41SI TS FTN TOTAL HrMTSHFR _rL EMI.3IVTY(OTMFNSIONLIFSS) ____
C" HF IS FIN r.ONVFcTIVF HFAT TRANSFED COEFFICIENT (13TU,/HR-FT2-R)
000116 WRTTE(6,.t7)
AooIt?? 17 FOPMAT(//vw rIM POr'PFRTTFS, CONOE4SFR SECTION NU'48FR t*)
000122 WRTTEf691A) DF1,AFI,CF1,FFi,E4TI,HFI
00014? ig F qMAT(/,?'(,4PF=*,F4.49* TN*,2X,*Ar=*,F8.4.* SO TN#,2X,
000i4? 1 *CF=*g.g.49* RTJMFT*,) ___ _________________, 2,- --
00014? ? *HF=*,F9.4,* PTUJ/HPrT2P*)
000142 TEFT=EFl*PFt*(FPI';l+HFl)
QMO46 IF (TEST.1kic.fl.1 GO TO 9q6________
(31 00147 NEPRROPI
00150 '4PTTE(6vtO)
p00154 10 PO MAT(/,3rH rCtnfENSEQ SRECTION NO. I INPUT WOONGI ________
000154 996 rOMTTINJ
Cl COWENSE' PAOAMFTFQPS, SFCTTON ?, NFAREST T.O 'VAPORATOR______
10901514 QEAD(5,tE) PF?,AF?,CF-2.Er2,EMIS?,HF2
000200 2nl F(OQM'T(//,- FIN ppnPFRTIES, COMONDENSR SECTION NUMBEQ 2-1
000200 WPITr (F, I) P:? ,AF?,CF2,FF?v-MIS2,HF2
nn0020 TEST=FMI'72+HF? W________
00222 IF (TEST.NE.0l.) GO TO 997
.00223 NEPPRP
~0274 WRrTE(6,211 _ ______ ___ __________________
00023n 21 FOPMAT(/,31;H rONnFNSFR rFCTTON NO. 2 INpUjT WRNG -__________
000230 997 CONTINUE
INPT
tn10/l/73. 15.5,. __T_ - - -T
C DIABATIC SECTION CHARACTERISTICS
000230 READ (5,22) DOUTA,THKWA,CW ELACLACWKAXLONGA
000250 22 FORATI6F12.5)
C OUTA TS OUTSIDF DTIFTER (INCHES)
C THKWA IS WALL THICKNFSS (INCHFS)
C CWA IS WALL THFPMAL*CONDUCTTVITY (RTU/HR-FT-D)
r OLA IS THr WICK THICKNESS IN ADIABATIC SECTION (INCHES)
C CWKA IS EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY OF WICK (9TU/HR-FT-Q)
C XLONGA IS THE LFNGTH Or THE ADIABaTI SECTION (FT)
00250 WRTTF (6.23)
000254 23 FORMAT(//,?9H ADTABATIC SECTION PQOPFRTIFS )
000254 MR-ITE (6,24) DOUTA,THKWA, WA,0ELACWKAXLONGA
0f0274 24 FORMATf/PH D UTA=Fg.4.1i IN. THKA=9.4,4H IN. /
000274 1 6H CWA= F9.4,17H BTU/HRFTR ODELA=F9.4,
000274 2 6H CWKA= F9.4,19H RTU/HRFTR XLONGA=F9.4,3H 
FT )
C WALL CHARACTERTITICS
CS
000274 READ(5,25) QOUTTHKWrC
000306 25 FORMAT(3F12.5
C OOUT IS OUTSTlE OTAMETFR OF HEAT PTPF fINCHES)
. THKW IS WALL THICKNS (CHES)-
r CW IS WALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVT
TY (BTU/HQ-FT-R)
000306 - RITE(6,2)
000312 26 FOPHAT(//9I
6 H PIPE PROPERTIES)
000312 WRITF(627) DOUTTHKW,
000324 27 FORMAT(/,7H OUT=F9.4 1Si IN WALL THK=F9.4,16H 
TN WALL COND
=
I80nf37* i FQ.4,l1H nTU/HQFTP) 
-
C
C WICK CHARACTFRISTIC~
000324 READ(5,21) DELCCNWKDART
000336 28 FORHAT(IF12.) -.
1 BEL IS THF HEAT PIPF WTCK THICKNESS (INCHFS)
C CONWK IS THF EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVETY OF FILLED WICK 
n
C DART IS THE FFFECTIVE DIAMETER OF ARTERIES IN PIPE (INCHES)
C _- _ - -C
INPT o
NX COMPILFR (VFP.26) 10/02/73. 15.05.14. INPT
C FNVIPONICNTAL PARaMFTFrS AND LENGTHS
000336 OEAD(5,29) TFItPOWtXLONGi
000350 2q FORMAT(3F12.5)
C TFI IS THr FLUTD TEMPrPATURE (DEGREES-P)
C 0 OVl IS TH7 nRlOP9En POWER PER UNIT AREA OF THE OUTER FIN SURFACE
C (PERTMITF~ TIT4F LENGTH) THE POWER IS ROTH TNSIOE (TNTERNAL
C POWER) ANP OUTSTnF (SOLAP ABSORPTION, FTC.) BUT THE ARFA IS THE
C OUTSIDE APFA ONLY (BTU/HR-FT2)
C VLONGI IS THF LFNGTH OF CONDENSER SECTION NUMqER 1 (FEET)
C9
000350 DEAD(5,?q9 Tr2,PCN2,YLONG?
C XLONG? IS THC LENGTH OF CONDENSER SECTION NUMBER 2 (FEET)
000162 WRITE(6,30)
000366 3n cOPMAT(//,* CONDENSF9 FNVIRONMENT, SECTION NUMBEP 1')
000366 WRITF(6,31) TFI,POWIXLONG
000400 31 FOPMAT(/,* TF=*,0 0 FI?.49* R POW=*,0PEi2.4,v BTU/HRFTFT XLONG=*
000400 I ,OPFr24 ,* FT')
000400 WqITE(6"32)
000404 3? CORMAT(//z, OrOiCNSER FNVIIOONMFNT, SECTION NUMBED 7*)
o000404 WITF(6,31) TF2,00W2,XLONG2
C CPERATING _ONOTTTON_
CiP
000416 PEA0(5,37) T!V,0,7GAlAGASTT9AP
000434 33 cOPMAT(5Fi .)
C TFV IS THF FVAPORATOR TFMPEQATURE (DEGEES-R)
C 0 IS THE HEAT OTPE POWEP (ITU/HR)
P 7GAS IS T4W LENGTH OF CONOFNSER FILLED WITH GAS IF SHARP FRONT, FT
C aGAS IS THE AMOUNT OF GAS IN LR-MOLFS
f ONE, RUT NOT ROTH, OF 76AS AND AGAS MUST RE EQUAL TO 7ERO
C TTRIP IS THF COL TRAP TENPERATURE (), IF THER7 IS NO _.
C ACTIVE COLn TRAP, USE ZErO FOR THE INPUT VALUE. --
00434 TF(Z'AS.EO.0.O.AND.4A4S.EO.0.0) GO TO 998
00442 IF(ZGAS.FE.O.q.OP.AGAS.EQ.0.0) GO TO 200 o_
000450 998 CONTINUE ui
000450 NFRPOR=t -
000451 WRITF(6,34) 7GAS,AGAS _
INPT o
R ,I I.
IINY , COMPTLFt (VFQ.5) 10/02/73. 15.05.14. NPT ..
000461 34 FORMAT(/, INPUT 4RONG, ZGAS=*,OPEt2.5,' AGA;=*,0Ei2.5)
flfnIoA1 Al XI TT -
000462 200 CONTINUE
C
C QeSFRVOTI CHARACTFRISTICS
Cil
00046?2 EAD (5,35) VRESTPFS,NRFS,MOOPMZPRINT,NRUN
000502 35 FORMAT(?Fi2.5,?Il2,Fi2.5,I12)
C VRES IS THE RFSERVOIR VOLUME IN CUBIC INCHES
C TRES IS THE PFSEqVOTP TEMPERATURE TN OEGREES R
C NRES RFFFRS TO A NON-WICKED (0), AN ACTIVE-WICKED (1) OR A
C PASSIVF-WICKE (2) PESEPVOIR.
C MODFOM REFEPS TO A POESCQI9FO Q (0) O9 PpFSCp IED mOLES OF GAS (1).
C IN THE LRTTFR CASE 0 IS SIMPLY A GUESS, HOPEFULLY LOW RUT CORRECT
C IN ORDER OF MAGNITUnE. IN THE FORMER CASE AGAS IS SET EOUAL TO
C ZERO AND ZGAS IF A NOMTNAL GUESS.
NPRTNT INOTCATEF THF NUMPER OF LINcS TO BE SKIPPED IN OUTPUT.
C NRUN EQUIAL R 1 IF ANOTHER SET OF DATA FOLLOWS. OTHERWISE 0.
000502 WRITF(6,3)
nnn906 6 FORMAT(//.* WTCK PROPFRTTES AND RESERVOIR CONDITIONS*)
000506 WRITE(6,37) DEL,CONWK,OAPT,VPESTRFS,NES
000526 37 FORMAT(/,2X,-WCK THK=*'F6.4,' IN',2X,'WCK CON=*,F8.4,
l000o 6 I B TUIHPFTR9,X.D -ART=*eF7.4T IN*,2X.*VRES=',FB4, CU IN,
000526 2 2X, *TQFS=*,FF.1,' R*,2Y,*NRES=T,I2)
000526 SIGMA = 0.1714P-A
000530 U = 1544.1 - - -
000532 PT = 3.1415927
000534 IF(EMISI.O*.0..oAND.HFI.EQ.0.0) GO TO 999
000j9l GO TO too100 ...
000543 999 CONTIN.UE
000543 NERROPR=
nn05I44 FTUN --
C .-,
C CALCULATION OF DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETFRS _
c o
000545 100 CONTINUE N
000545 IF (NERROP.EO.I) GO TO 999
000547 CALL SINK(EMTS1,POWI,HFITF,TSi)
INPT Co
tRurn C0M P TLEL(VF P.6) 14._ 1 NPT__
000553 TS2=TSI
000559 TF(Pc2.NF.!1.) CALL STN1<-(ETSZPO2,HF2TP,T?)?
00056? TSI = TSt/TFV
000564 7S2 = TS2/TrV
[000566 Pit1 = 911/TFV ____
000570 Oil = r'1!ITFV"-? -__
000572 CALL MtLF(TS19XF1)
000574 rALL MOLF (Tq?*YS?)
1000576 TO = TRES/TFV
000600 TTPP=TTPAPITFEV
000602 PEV=(FXP(Ait-l-rC ))*144.0 _________________________
000611 C FV = ?FV/(PIJ#TFV)
000614 TZ=Btt+rIlt.D+1.D/TSI)
000621 PATHOS = PFV/(14I..0*1!&.7)
000623 DFV=(OTF/PATMOS)'U(TFV/40.0O)'*(F+1.0)
000634 CmnH Xmi*#v~FV*MFC
006340 DIN" - OUT-7.0*TNW__________
000643 n! = flN-?.ol~nrL
Do 000646 FTNK41 = F1*8r1/144.0
-. 0006c~t rTNKA? = rP2*Ar?/1t44.0
000654 WALKA = (PT/579;. 0)' ( OUT"*?-nTN"2*) 'CW
000662 WICKA = (PT,5Th,.)(DTI'2-DT2)'lNWK
1000670 SUMKAI = FTMKAI+WALKAW17rK5 _____
090673 SOttKA? = FJ.K,'7WALKA+WTPKA
000676 9TMA=DItJTA-?.wTIJKUA
000701 O!NI4A=OTNA-?.*nFLA-
P00704 AA=fFT/f..)*(CtYTA'*2-OTNA"*2)
S00711 A4KA=(DTE4. )'(DTNA**2-0TNWA*'2)
0076 ;UIA(tA*IA4WKAAWKAI/144. - --.---- 
-
000723 1F(nT.GF.PAtPT) GC TO 70f0
000726 wQT(6,39) ET,DA-T
000736 39 FOeHAT(/,* nAPT TOO 9Tr. DT=*92PFI'2.4t* OAPT=*,0PE12.4)__
00736 NFRPCRil
00737 9ETtJPN
E04 0t3 nFT = S0T(nT"?-O-ART*?)/12.0_______________
000747 V= VRS(P/.)1780nT*)L
00075;4 XLt = 'LOIVGI/nFT 4:
0007rS XL2 = 
_____ 
______
-INPT :
maNmy eflmpTtF UQ7 fIn/n/73- 15,051, ~ P~
000760 VL3 XOr/F
nnnfifl7 XLTDT=Xl1*Yl?
.0007614 IF(XLTIOT.LT.250.) GO TO 600
1000767 WRITEI6,4Q)
600O73 40 FORMAT (//* 77H PTPE FXCEFnS 250 OTAmETERS)________
000773 MAL EXIT
000774 609 CONTTItJF
000(774 Ct SUM41*TFV/(f2'PFT)__ ____
~001000 C2 = SMA*E/QDT
001004 C3 = SIJNI3*TFV/(gflFT)
01010f XKA=?. *PT#CWKA*COFT-TFV/ ()#fLOG MINA /OTNWA))
00t023 RA=1./X'(A
001025 f0IA0I=DINA/DT
00ooro F2 =EF2.(PF?/12.0)*nFT*STGMA*TEV**4/Q
001067 Hl = HFI*TEV/(S!C,9A*TEV*#4)
,C0 00077 COF 3.t4lS927*CFV*9FT**3/4.0
00110j7 TF(NRES.V'0.j) TPI=TR
00113 .TF(NPFS.FC.?) TP=TPI
~01127 CALL POLF(TRIXP)
I01134. TF(7GASf~.0 ) GO TO 409 -__------_
001135 JS= (Z.SV~/TjDT)PlU
001142 TF(7GAS.LE.XLNfl) GO TO 400
00t4 G SRJ .+YLI'i"/TS*(GS-XLONGt)*XS2/(TS2*DrT) - _
cPii XA FT*(GAS-RSUM)*TSt/XSi -
10CeIF(XGAS.LE.XLQONGI) G~O TO 500 _ ___
001171 rASt=XL1*YX51/T~
001174 GS=GS0U)G~
001177 YGAS=DFT*(XLt,(GAS?*TS2/XS2)) -___
I NPT
P ~ r 0,4X1 3.~P~Y 5VD.6 1/2 505.14. TINPT ___ ___
001204 q0a 0 0N TI NUF
001204 W71TFfS3,41) _______________________________________L001210 4  FORtiAT(//q?tH oPrRATTNG coNrITTIONS)
00121n W4RITE(f6,42) TEV,o,man!~nm,CEV,TTRAP
00Q122 1 4? FnPMAT(/,* TrV=*jQOFt?.4j_* Q=',OPFI2.49' STUIW f______
00122r, IT? CV=*,nPc12.494 LOMOLE/FT3 TT7AP=*,flPFI?.4,* R*)
n01226 WRITF(6,43)
001232 43 !-0PMAT(//,-'9H AMOUNT OF NONC0lNDFNSTBLE GAS)
00123? W9ITE(',44) GA%:7GAS,AGAS,COFF,AMT,YGAS
001252 44 FORMAT(/,5H GAl 0OF12.Lfl4H 7GASl=OPEt2.4,11H FT AGAS=OPEi2.4,p
00125? It I LPM~ OF024qLMOLEI-S AMT=GPE12.4i,_______
0012c92 14~H LnMCfLF XGAS=0P12..,3H FT)
00125? WRITF(6,45)
001256 45 FOPMAT(//,' OTMFNSTONLFSS TFMPERATtJPFS*)
109125F) WIRTTF(r39.6) T7,TSt,TS?,TPTTPP
001274 46 FOPMAT(/,* T7=*,OPE1?.4,' TSJ=*90PE12.4,# TS2=*,OPE12.'i,' TR=*,
0l1274 OPFt?.4,* TTT-P=*,0PF12.4)___________
001;?74 WRTTF(6,471
w 001300 47 rOPP~aTt//,. PTMEN31ONLFSS CONOFNSE P ARAMETER;, SECTION NO. I-)
0013n0 WPTTE(c6,49 FMT4tl,C1,F1,H1,VLI,XSt
001320 48 FORMAT(/' VHTS=*,0PE12..,' (C=*0PF12.4,' F=*,OPFI2.49' H=*,
001320 0PF12.49* XL=',0P~t2.4q* XS=',0PE12.4)
1001320 4 c TT ri 94O ____________ 1____ _____
001324 4 q FOPMAT(//,* DTMFN3TONLFSS nONDENSE9 OAPAMCTERSV SErTION NO. 2')
011324 WqlTFT(6,4R) CMTr9,C?,F2,H2,XL?, XS2
011344 W'?!TF(5,rfl)_____
0901 50 FORMAT(//** OIMFNSIOMLFSS; ADTA8ATrr, SECTION PARAMETERS*)
1001350 WRTTF(5.51) C3,PADIAII,R,XL3
109136c6 S1 FORMAT(/14H r3=Fl?.5,5H P&=FI2.Sg_______________ __ _____
091366 t 8H l)IMnT=rj?.5,4H P=;712.5,6H XL3= E12.51
of)13 6r WITF(69c?)
00137? 5? FQQPMAT(///)
00137? QcFT!JQN
S01373 END
IN-PT 
C
101INK CrfPPTI FP (VFP'1/2/3 .L'. _ __ _________
SIP R4JTTNF JOTMtT (NSEC.P.V.VNEW)
000007 COMMO4N /COMI3/ YL1, TSI, '^1, Fit Hi, Er4TSt, WS1
000007 (COMMON /CCN0D/ XL2, T92, C?. F?.p H2, EMIS29 YS? _________________
000007 CIMMON /ADTAR/ YL3,CX,0Alj0IADT
000007 COMMPON /cASDTA/ T7, nl, F, All, O1iv C119 OFITEE, MFG,
000907 CALL SjTt)P (vTT)
00001'. rTEE~n4TI'F
00fl0,1 T ___________________________)-T7
000041 IF(NSEC.Fr).?) GO~ Tfl 00
000947 VNFW=V*((1.0+ri*V5RM)/(I.0+C?'TEOM))
000952 0 PT UP N_________ _______
1000353 100 CONTNF000053 VMWV(I+?T M/i+.ITR)
1000962 IQFTUPM ____________
00006~3 FN9
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ __ 
__ 
0
C)
L"
C)
JO INT C0
1hINY cntPTI FQ (VFPDR705) 1l/0/tj -i1I -- - -_ __-1
LZURPOUTTNF LqN
C LONG CALLS START IFPEaTEDLY TO SEARCH FOR A VALUE
C OF JSTAPT FOP WHICH XSU = GAS OR OSUM = 0
nnfll COMMO N /CONnt/ YLl. TSI. Ci. Fi HI. EMIS1, XSI
000002 C)MMON /COND/ YL.2, TS?, C2, F2, H?, EMTS2, XS2
000002 COMMON /e'Ian X(L3,ClPA,IAnT
000002 COMMON /Wn'K/ XL, TS, C, F, H, EMIST TMINT ZF
000002 COMMON /IPPDTA/ T.V, DFT, 0, GAS, TP, VP, VPFS, OZ, Q, COEF,TTRP
000002 OMMON /T?!TC/ NPES, MOEVEM, ZPRINT, NPUN, NFRROP
0000 OMMON LMCNG/ JSTAT, ,JSAV t XLi2, XL123 _
000002 COMMON /PIPOUT/ XSUM, OSUM, RSUM, X-R, 7FRONT, JEND, PREQ, PREG
000002 JSAV=JNn
n00004 JSTART=l
000005 CALL STAOT
000006 CALL TESTF(MOPFJ)
000 0)10 W PT.XE.J.301_ _ -- - ---- -- -- - --
000014 31~ OPMAT(/,?Y,*ITFRATTI N  IN LONG*)
000014 T=n
00005 WRITF(6.70 1 T, JSTAT. XSUMQSUM,JFNO ,MOCJ
00003€5 TFI(ORcJ*FO*) PRETIJRN
000037 TF(MOrEJ.FQ.1) -O Tn 9q
o CLL_.SlH T - -- ---- - -- -----
000042 RETIURN
O0BU43 99 COMTTNUE
000043 JMAX=JSAV
000045 JMIN=1
000046 00 100 T=1,n
000050 JOLD=JSTA
D T
0000S?2 JTA9T=(JMAY+JMTN)/?
000055 TF(JSTAPT.NF.JOLD) GO TO 101
00057 IF(MOR'cJ.j.F1) JSTART=JSTART+1
0063 .,ALL STAPT?
000064 TMIN=TS1
000066 "FTURN 
i
00067 101 CONTINUE
LONG o
u4  CPTLFL (VFP.26) 10/02/73. 15.05.14. ..LONG
000067 'ALL STAOT
000070 CALL TFSTF(MORFJ
000072 RITE(r6,20) I, JSTART, XSUM, QSUM, JENO, MOREJ
000Oo2 20 FOPMAT(2X,*TTER=*.I4,2X*JSTA
R T =
.*142X,
000112 1 *XSUM=*,F12.2X,*QSt M=*,Ei2.5,
000112 2 2X,*JENn=*,I4,2X,~MOPEJ=* 
T4)
000112 IF(MOREJ.FQ.0) RETURN
000114 TFfMOREJ.FQ.t) 60 TO 200
000116 JMAX=JSTART
100120 GO TO 100
C
000121 200 CONTTNUE
000121 JMIN=JSTAPT
000123 100 CONTINUE
C
1000125 WPDITE (610) 1
000131 10 FORMAT (/* FATLF9 TO CONVEPGE IN LONG*)
000131 CALL EXTT
000132 RETURN
00133 END
C)
Oo
_ _ 
-a
LONG
';URRnuTTNF t40[F (TT.YS)
1000005CO"t9ON /GASOTA/ T79 0, E, Ali, 811, C119 DELTEF, IWG
10000015 TERMi =1'1f/I10
1000010- - TFR?42 = t* ./T*2lI
000014. fiRC TEQ?4l+TEPt42
000flir WS FEX(IkqG)
000022P RFTURN__________
40U023 ENfl
C)'
0(n
MO~LE C)
II IN'I rOMPTI 'FQ (V1?F'j. ____ 0f'7. 1-5At _-_ _ _
IZURPtILITTNr OUTPT
ODOWICOMMON /WnPK/ YL. TS, C, F, H, EMIS, TMIN, ZF
.000092 r:OMMON'/VP7XC/f VV(000), PPMl00), Z7(100)q XX(i000), 00(i000),
00000? ? VSAV1090), PS'AV(1000), ZSAV(1000), XSAV(1000)q QSAV(1000)
000002 PO)MMON fGAc!flTA/ T7. nl, F, Alto, Alto C119 OELTEE, HFG
nnnnn7COMMO /P 0TA/ TCV* OFT, Q, GAS, TP, VP, VRFS, OZ, R, COEF,TTRP
00091I2 COMMON /PTPOUT/ XSUM, OQSIJ, PSWJM, XSR, 7FRONT9 JFNO, PRE0, PPEG
0009n2 COMMIN /INTrC/ V9FS, MOnEQM, ZPRTNT, 4RUN, NERPOP
00on? V=0.0
0000037=1
nnnnp0 QFSF~UtP;
000006o TqFS=Tl7V*Tp
9000010 TF(VOES.Fn.9.0) GO TO 9
flanatt WR1Tc*(vjetl TPF~q.SPPF5GAS
000023 10 POPMAT (/,?YtOT pES =*,Ei2.4,* 9FG R*,4X,'XSR =*qEi2.4,10Xq
000f)23 I vRFSCAS =*,Fj?.4,* LP-MOLFS*)
nn n q 7 qq CON TN'JF
1 000023 NSIFC~i
f000024 CALL CONSEC(tISrC)
0000fl26 TPRTNT~1__________
C
0001?7 nI 100 J=I,JFNn
nnnn0Ii Y1=V
000033 7t~Z
000935 ?=Z7(J)
0000lf4q 7FT=7_____________________________________________
000942 71N~t2.*7FT
000044 TF(J.ElO.1.nR.J.Fl.JFNn) G~o To 10?
nn0n51. TC(7.LE.XL) rnO TO 9q
[000057 IF (4SFC.FQ.t) S.O TO 101 -
I000061 TF (N4FcC.FO.2) f'O TO 103
'00063 IF (NSFC.FQ.3) rO TO 200 _______1______
000065 9q JPPTNT=7TN/73RT*T C)
000070 TF7(JPPINT.LT.IPPINT) G (I TO) I0 go
00007l T0PINT=JPDTMIT+1
OUTPT C)
_____________________________ 
1/02/73. 15.05.14s OUTPT _______ ___
000075 192 CONTIMJF
000075 V=VV(J)
000100 P=PP(J)
000103 Y(SUtiXY(Jl
000106 0"Ut4=QQ(Jl __________________________________
000111 OFLnw=r)~tsum
000113 CALL SATUP(PTT)
000115 CALL M0LFrTT,XS)
1000117 CALL SURF(TT.S,TC)
00012? Tw=(TI+S*PPTrlf(t.o0,op)
00013? TWTCK=TFV*TT
000134 TWALL=TEV*TW
0 00 13f; XMf0T=V*O/H(r
000141 A MT = 0 0 c-* *_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ ___)__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
000143 OTEF=D'(TT**E)
090150 CVDZ=(V-Vi)/(7-711
100015 4 ASTN=flVDZ/(16.P#OTEE)
000157 WRTT (6,11) J97TM,7
000171 It FnP.MAT (/# J =*,I4,6X,'ZIN =*,E12.14,* INC4ES*,8XUZ =*9Ei2.4)
0017t WRITE (691?)-VvP,TT
1000203 12 FORMAT (16X,*V =*.Ft2.4915X,*P =*9EI2.4,14X,4 TI =*9E12.4)
10 02q3 WRITE (6,1i) xkijm,osiim,XmnflT
100215 13 FIPMAT = *.FE2.4,12,A =qt..X.*MASSFLOW =*__________ _
0002t5 1 fr12.4,* LW3HP I
000215 WRITr (61)OFLOW,YS,TWTCK
090227 14 FIPM4AT (12?YOr'L0W =*lF1?.49* STU/HP97Y,*XS =*,Fi2.4,
000227 1 1tXP'TWTI'K =*,E12.4,# 9EG R*)
1000227 WRITE (6,lq') TWALL,AMT
100023-7 IS CO~mAT (I2'X.'TW4AlL.,F12.4,- DEG P-,5Y,* MGAS =*gE12.49 ______________
000237 1* Lq-PmOLF'*)
000237 '0 TO tonl
009240 -_lot ONT TNUF ..
000240 NqEC=2-
00241 CALL CONS~r.(NSr)
EP0243 GO TO t02 _____ __________
000244 193 'ONTTN'JF U,000244 NlF=
000245 CALL CONSE(r(NS FC)
C0
_____________________ 
_____________________________________ 
__________________________ 
________________
IRltl rnNPTl Ff V iFar.i , il/fL2/73. 15.5.1 .. .. __TP_. . . . . . .. . .
000247 GO TO 10?
0nnnf;n ilnn CNTTN!IF
000253 ?00 CONTINUE
C
aftNP fl=00'P9FO
000255 DG=COEF*PREG
000257 WRITE(6,23) nG
0002:5 23 FORMAT(/. GAS IN ONE DZ STEP OF GAS-BLOCKED CONOENS R 1-,
000265 1 4X,*=*,12.5,* L-HMOLFS*
000265 WRITE(6,24) O
000E'73 24 FORMATI(/. PONFP LOST BY ONF DZ STEP OF FULL-ON*t
000273 1 - * CONOENSEP I =*,Fi2.5,v 9TU/HR*)
000273 WRITF (6,2_) AMT
000301 25 cORMAT (/* TOTAL GAS IN PTPF AND RFSFRVOTP =',E12.5,
000301 1 * L-MnOLES )
000301 WRITE(6,2S) OFLOW
000307 RFTURN
000310 26 FORMAT(/,* TOTAL 0 14ER LOST 9Y CONOFNSP, =*,Ei2.5,
000310 1 * BTI/HP)
000310 FNf
00
_OUTPT 0
U# 'I~CTLFR (VER.6) 10/02/73. 15.05.14_
SU9ROUTTNF PATCH
C
000002 COMMON /CONDI/ XL1i TS1 Cl, Fit Hit EMISI, XSI
000002 COMMON /CON2/ YL2, TS2, C2_ F2j H2, E I-2. XS2
000002 COMMON /ADIAP/ XL3,C,RA,OIADI
000002 COMMON /VP7XO/ VV(1000), PP(1000), ZZ(i000), XX(t000), 0(O1000),
000002 1 V8(1000), P8(0000)t 70(1000)I XB(1000), 0q(1000),
000002 2 VSAV(I000), PSAV(i000), ZSAV(1000), XSAV(1000), QSAV(1000)
000002 COMMON /GAnDTA/ TZ, n, E, Al, 811, r11, ODLTEE, HFG
000002 COMMON /PTOOTA/ TEV, OFT, g. GAS, TR, VP, VRFS, nZt o COEF.TTRP
000002 COMMON /PTPOIIT/ YVUM, qSUM, -SUM, XSQ, ZFRONT, JFND, PRFQ, PREG
000002 COMMON /LNG/ JSTAPT, JSAV, XL12, XL123
000002 COMMON /CPSS/ Zi,72,V1,V2,Xt.X2,PCRSS CROSS,J1,JiMJ2,J?M,JBAK
000002 WITE(6,10)
1p08006 10 FORMAT(/92X*ITERQTING IN PATCH*)
C
000006 TODF=DFLTFE/TFV
000010 TSTART=TSI+TlIF
00012 TMIN=TSTART
000014 TNAETS2
G0016 CALL FORWRn(TSTAPT)
000020 CALL RACK
000021 CALL CROSS
000022 T=0
00023 WRITE(6r11) I.TSTAPTsZtL
00037 11 FORMAT(f2XTTE =*,T4,2Y*TSTART=**Fi0.5,2X,*Z1=
00037 1 F9.5?Xv*XLI=#,FiO.5)
000037 IF(Zi.LF.YLI) GO TO ?20'
000042 00 100 T=1,30
000044 TSTART=(THIN+TMAX) /?.
00047 CALL FORWRO(TSTART)
00051 CALL CROSS
00052 WRITE(6,11) IzTSTARTZtXL1 O
000066 TEST=AR9S(7-YLI) L
000071 TF (TFST.LT.nZ) O TO 101
00074 IF (Zi.GT.vYL) TMIN=TSTART __
PATCH o
LINX CflMPTIE FP VFQ.-76, 0fZZ150.~..PIJ
0001011 lc(Zt.LT.)(L11 TMAY=T'TAPT
nnflifl nu 0 tnncnNTTNUF
000106 IT(,2
000112 12 FOPMAT(/,?y,-FATLED TO CONVERGE TN PATCH*)
nn1i1 IU CONTIUE
000112 IF (7t.LF.'YLt) rO Tn 200
000115 TT=Jt
nn00 17 nn in03 T=1 ..I
000121 11=1y-1
000123 TFST=Zt-?77fT)
nnnip& . TF fTF',T. rT. yI 1 G To 104.
000132 1113 CONTINJF
000t35 10'. CONTTIUE
nnni 3ri P=PW'ITT)______
0001t40 T1111.1
0001t42 7OIFF=71-XLI
000144id CALL CONSEC(l)_____
000146 CALL S4TUP(D3,TT)
000150 CALL ?40LF(TT,X' )
nnn0152 CALL SIJPF(TT.S.TC)
C0 000155 XDF=XI)X*Z(T-ITF)T-XI+"IZ()T~
000167 CO)TIF=QO(I-(ZZfII)-Zr1IFF)*.S*(TI-TC)/f1.+~'R)
00020? jj=0
000203 00 105 T=IT,JtM
000205 JJ=JJ+t
000207 V=VV(I)
000212 VV(JJ)=V
000215 VSAV(JJVV
009220 P=PP(T)
000223 PP(JJ)=P
000226 PI;AV(JJ)=P _
000234. Z7(JJ)=Z-
000237 ZSAV(JJ)=Z
000242 XSUP=XX(T)-XnIFF
000245 XX (jj) =y_;tm
000250 YSAV(JJ)=VStIM
PATCHL
RU'( CCMPTLFR 'IVEP.26) 10/02/73. 15.05.14. PATCH
000256 00QJJ)=OSIM
000261 OSAV(JJ)=OSt-_
000264 105 CONTINUE
000267 GO TO o00
000270 200 CONTTNUE
000270 ZIFF=XLI-71
000272 'TEP=ZOIFF/DZ
000274 TI=STFP
000276 STEP=I1
000300 ZOIFF='Z' TFP
000302 QStjM=XX(t)-77Z(ti'Xt/TS_
000306 Z=XLi-Zi-7"IFF
000311 YSUMUM+Z*S/TSi
000315 P=PHI(TSI)
000320 TFIIt.LE.O) Cl TO 212
000322 00 201 1=1.11
000324 Z=Z+DZ
000326 YVUM=XSUM+07-Yl1/T t
000332 VSAV(I)=P.
000334 PIAV(I)=P
000337 ZSAV(I)=Z
000342 XSAV(I)=XSUM
1000345 ISAV(I)=0.
000347 701 CONTINUF
000352 202 CONTINUIF
000352 00 203 TI=,JIM
00354 "JJ=It+I
00356 VSAV(JJ)=VV(T)
000362 PI;AV(JJ)=PP(T)
000366 ZSAV(JJ)=77(T)
000372 XSAV(JJ)=XY(T)+(YSU-PSUM)
000400 QSAV(JJ)=00 ( T
00404 203 CONTINUE
000407 00 204 I=1,JJ
O00411 .VV(IT)=VSAV(I)
000414 PP(T)=PSAV(T) oI
000417 77( I)=ZSAV ( I)
000422 XX(I)=YSAV(TI) ;
PATCH o
0004?5 ~ ~ I=lVT
flnfnf& -i l 2Q4 CONT NUF__ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_
000433 30n COnTINUF090433 ZDIFFXL-77tJJ)
000441 '?=WL1
000442 C~ALL SATUP(P0ll,TCRP0S)
pon444 CAL moLr,(TCr'SS,xs.C)
000446 P=PrROSS
00450 V=Vt
flfifl4p, X!;tJM=X'( (JJI ±e-7nFF*Sr/TCPIS _________________ __________
00045' oum=Ocpnrl
000461 VV(JJ)="'
onnf464 IISAI(JJ)=V
000467 PP(JJ)=P
000472 P~lU)r
090475 ZZ(J.J)=7 ___
000500 ZS.;AV (JJ) 7
000503 U)y,;m
009596 SV(J v7l
000511 CO(JJ)=OSIIM
000514 OS8V(JJ3=OltJm
000S21 II=J2
000523 JJJ=J2-1
flO;1 001n T=j,Jjj _________________
000527 TT=11-t
000531 7UIFF='7'3(TT)-7?
nn n S4 wnlFFKELjI-j ________V7__ ___ _______
000537 J.J=JJ+1
000541 V=Vfl(I!)
000547 VSV (JJ)=V
00055? PPB(IT)
055 PD(JJ)=P _______ ______ _____
____ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _C)
000560 SAV UJ ) =P
000563 7=YL1+7flTFF
000565 77(JJ)=7______ ____________________
CD
FRUNX ('.MPTLF W-E.26) 0/27.i..1.PATCH ______
009571 713AV(JI)=7
000573 Y~tJM=XlSUmrC+X0TFr____ _________________________
100575 XJIS4
0006n6 0SAV jJ = UM
1000617 Y0)IFF=XX(TT)-X?
00062? JrNn=JJ00 06?24 TF(-7.d,.Xt.123) P;7'UJN__ ___ _____ ______ _______
0006 30 701 CONTTNLJF
000633 70IFF=)LI23-7
006316 STFP=ZnIFF/D7 ____ ______
000637 N'qTFP=' TFP
000641 N;~)N3r)
000643 '3TFP=NSTEP _____________ _____ ______
00064S 6 ~ 7nIflF F~T97P
000647 V~n.
0006350 P=PHT(TS?) _______ ________________ _________
a0 5 r.3 OSM=0.
10 3 3654 xstim~xx Uj)
1000r,57 0r) 302 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ __ __
000561 JJ=JJ+t
001663 7=Z+flZ
0 0 0 65 ytM=XjUPA+f7Xz?/TC?______
1000671 VV(JJ)=V
000674. VSAV(JJ)=V
00070? PSAV (JJ) =P
000705 77(JJ)=7 C.
000710 Z5 AV W J)=7_______-
I.000713 WX (JJV =XsljM4-- -
0007t6 XAV(JJI)=XSUM
000724 C v (JJ) =0'!JM
000727 3q? CINTTIJF
00073? JFNr?=JJ I_________ _ _____ ____ _ _____F _ __ _ __ _ _PATCH
rAPIrR (IJFP-Vd -- ____ tLL 2 ?~ 55t4..pH .___
000734 fZ02
000737 4
PATCH C0
UNY COMPILFR (VjF.26) Al/02/',3 1_5__-,-_.14, ... _ _...
';qR9OUTTNF PTPF
000002 COMMON /WORK/ YL, TS, C, F, H, EMTS, THIN, 7F
000002 COMMON /VP7Yn/ VV(1000)),p(1i000)1 Z7(1000), Y(1O00), 
Q Q (IO000_ __
000002 1 Vn(1000), P9(1000), ZA(100), X(1000), 09(1000),
000002 2 VfAV(100q), PSV(1000), ZSAV(1000), XSAV(1000), OSAV(1000)
o000o? CIMMON /DTDOT4/ TFV, OFT t 0, GAS, TP, VfR VR'I 9 DZ, P, COEFTTQP
000002 COMMON IPITIN/ 77ZFO, VZFO, DZEDO, XZE90, QZESO, JZERO, XTEST
000002 COMMON /P!OUT/ XSUM, 0sUM, PSUM, XSR, 7FPONT, JVND, P9F0, PREG
000002 V=VZERO
000004 P=PZrD0
000006 7=7Z 'l
000010 J=J7ERO
000012 XSUM=X7Foo
00014 OSUM=07EV
000016 07=0.25
00 C
CA) 000020 00 100 I=1,2000
Lm 000022 CALL PUNGE (VP,V,P)
000025 IF (AqlnV).GT.0.1250) GO TO 200
00003? GO TO 400
000033 ?20 07=nZ/2.
000035 0O TO 100
000036 400 CONTINUF
000036 J=J*1
000040 TF(J.GT.1000) CC TO 102
000044 Z=Z+07
000046 TF (Z.GT.XL) GO Tr 150
000052 Pt="
00054 P=P+0p
~00056 V=V+ODV
00060 PM=(PP)/?.2'
00063 CALL SATUP (O9,TM) O
000061 CALL MOLF (TYM) 01)
000067 XSUM=YSUM+YMO'/T4
000073 C4LL SURJ (TS,TC) _
/ PIPE C
000076 OI=S* (T'-T,)I(M. O+F*P)
1000107 PP(J)=P
1000112 VVCJ)=V
MiI ~1IS 77(j)=7 _______.-
000120 XJXFM
000123 0O(J)=QSUM
nn0n2 :)I F (ASS(OV).LT.0*04 *ANf). DZ.LT.O.25) )7=2.0*UZ__ ___
000141u 100 CONTINUE
000143 102 CONTTNUE
nnflfl u3 WRTTF (6,10) -1 __ _
000151i 1o FOPMAT (I,* TOO PAN'Y STEPS IN PIPF, Ji =*9I5)
nn11 5 fl 7=7-XL___ __
~000153 77(J)=XL
1000156 FRAC=tnDZf71)jfl7
fl001ifi TEST=7______ _
000163 7=XL
000165 FI=P
nn0n167 P=P+DP FRAC
[000 V2 PP(J)=o
1000175 V=VOV*FQAC
1000200 VV(J)=V
000203 pM=(pi~pi /7. n
000206 rALL SATtJO (PMTM)
n00210l CALL MOLF (T*49YM)
000212 XSUM=~XSUM+XM*D7*ZFRAC/TM
1000?17 XX(J)XStlm
M00222 CALL SURF (TM.S.TCI
000225 CITS#(TM-TrC)/(l. +'lP)
000233 OSUM=QSUM+OT#0Z*FRAC _
000237 no(j)=QSUM4____________
1000242 JEND=J
000244 JZERO=JF0 24 _______
000250 C7EO=
000252 77FRO=7
000254 YZFRO=XSUM
PIPE 0
_____C0
IOUNX 'COKPTLFR (VEP.261 10/9)2/73. 15f51.PIPC
00256 07EROSUt'
080260 QETUON
000261 Ft40
PIP C )
CfIN' LMPH FQ f VFQ.2~ 7F 1 2/73. 1.5l. ______ __-
SUPFOUTTMF PUNCF(V*P.OVQ)___ _______
1000007CALVLtv ovo i
ln300914 .LNL V + n V I /__________ ____ . 0 _____________
00017 pt =p+flPi/2.!J
0002? CALL DFLTABVp1,)V?,DP?)
000030 Vi= V*flV?/?.0E003 Pt = P+DP2f?.D
000031; CALL fELTR(VlDI,DV3,DP3)
00004.6 pt = P~flC3
0009,60 CALL OFLTAMVlPlfV4,DP4)
n n n0n f; OV = (n_____________ ________________
000064 T = (fP+.P'OP2+?.0'C)P3+DP4)/6.0
000072 RETUPN
00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
C)
_______________________________________ 
,' RUNGE
IQlNfF rflMPTI F' rp?- iV/. 021LL. lO 3 aRl_1nl2. 5...__ . .....
SIJRROUTINF SATUP(P.TI)
000005 COMMON /WORK/ XL, TS, C, F, 4, FMIS, TMIN, ZF
000005 C nMON '/:DTA/ TZ, g, F, Ali, 811, c11i DELTEE, HFG
S FLAT RAnIAL PROFILF
000005 TF(P.GT.30.0) r0 TO 100
000011 IF(P.LF.o.) GO TO ll
nnnn13 TT = i.0fi. ,(1./9TZ)ALoG(1.0/FExt(oI)
000026 !F (TI.LT.TMTN) TT=THIN
000032 GO TO 107
lflf33 100 TT = 1.0
000034 GO TO 02
000035 101 TI=TMIN
n0 1 i7 t F*TUiPN
00 00 3 7  FNM
I
C)C)
C)
SATUP o
LIHM ' dPTIn P fiVe OA. i| li /73. 1.05.4. .
,IIRPIUTTNF SHORT
000002 COMMON /CONDI/ XLI, TSi, C1, Fl, HI, FMISi XSl
000002 COMMON /COND2/ XL2, TS2, C2, F2, H2, EMIT2, XS2
tnnnn? ClMMON /AnTAR/ XL3.CPAODIADT
000002 COMMON /WOPK/ XL, TS, C, Ft H, FTS, DUHMM, ZF
000002 COMMON /VPXo0/ VV(i000), 00(t000), 77(1000), XX(I000), 00(i000),
000002 1 VP(l000). PB(i100)9 ZB(1000), XB(10l0), 0B(1000),
000002 2 VSAV(1000), PSAV(i000), ZSAV(I000), XSAV(1000), QSAV(i000)
000002 COMMON /GASDTA/ TZ, 0, F, All, Sit, Cli, OELTEE HFG
n00000? COMMON /PTODTA/ TV.s DFT, Q,-GAS, TP, VR, VRFS, DZ P, COEF TTRP .......
000002 COMMON /INTC/ NQES, MOnFQM, ZPPINT, NPUN, NFRPOP
000002 COMMON /PTOTN/ 77ERn, V7ERO, PZERO, XZEQO, QZEPO, JZFRO, XTEST
00000o COMMON /PTPOUT/ XSUM, oSUM, RSUM, XSR, 7FRONT, JFND, PREOQ PREG
000002 COMMON /LNC/ JSTAPT, JSAV, XLI2 XL123
000002 WQITE(6,10)
000006 10 FO MAT(/*2Y,*ITFRATING IN SHORT*)
000006 TMAX=1.
o 000010 CALL SATUP(PSAV(I),TMIN)
. 000012 00 1to T=1.30
C0 000014 TSTART=(TTN+TMAY)/?.
000017 DUMM=TSTART
000021 JZFRO=0
000022 PZERO=DH!(TSTAPT)
000025 VZEPO=O.
00002 ) ZTFO=0.
000027 TRt=TSTAQT
00031 IF(NRES.En.1) TPI=TR
(100h35 IFINPFS.F0.7) TP=TRI
000041 IF(NRES.E0.0.ANO.TTRP.NE.0.0) TPI=TTQP
000051 CALL MOLEfTPlIYSP) w
000053 RSUM=VR*+SP/T
000056 XZERO=RSUM
000060 OZEO=O.
I000O11 CALL CONSECr(l)
000063 CALL PIPE -
000064 CALL JOINT(I,P7FE,VZRO,VZFO)
00067 CALL CONSFC(?)
SHORT 0
~rO1iPTLfR (VED. 26) 10/02/73. 15.05.14, SORT
000071 CALL PIDE
000072 CALL JOINT(2,P7FPOVZEqOV7EO)
000075 CALL CONSFC(3)
00077 CALL PTPF
oo0010 CALL TESTFtNOQFJ)
000102 IF(MOREJ.F.1.I) O TO 200
000104 TMTN=TSTAPT
000106 WRITE(6,11) TTTTATXSUM,0SUM
000122 TF(HOPEJ.E).9) PETURN
C
000124 Go TO 100
000125 200 CONTINUE
000125 TMAX=TSTART
000127 M4ITF(6,11) T.TSTTAPTxSUM,QSUM
00143 11 fOPMAT(2Y9*TTEP=*+I4,2X*TSTART=*,FIO.,2
00143 1 *XSUM=*,E12.5,2X,*OSU=*,Ei?2.5)
00143 100 CONTINJE
000145 WPITE(6,12)
000151 12 FOPMAT(/,gX,'FATLED TO CONVEPGE IN 4HOoT*)
000151 CALL EXIT
000152 END
-,J
(1
SHORT oC
o
IQ!IIy COMPTIFP (VFP-2d___ J3022-1505t4__
000010SYGMA = 0.1714F-8
000012 TS =IF
nn0013 TFfFMIT.F0.9 1) Go To 102 _______
000014 TS = QT"QT(O/UMSSGA
000031 IF(HF.En.n.01 60 TO t12
000032 TF(TS.EO.TF7) GO TO0 1/12
[000034 TM = (TF+Tq)/?.C
1000037 01 101 T =1,10
000045 TS2 =(POW4-Hr#TF+3.1FMTSSTGMAT4*#4)/(Mr+HQ)
000057 TS = (TS+Tl;21f2.1
cocor4x 101 CONTINUF
090065 192 RETUPN
n00n66 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _
SINK
INI CflmpTI -E .2- L ________-- /73, 1t5.'5! 
__-__-___ 
_______
SIIPRQUTINIF eTAPT
00000? O~lO /CflNDI. YLt, TSt, Cl, Fl., 41, EMISIl XlSI
000002 COMMON /rCoNr12/ YL2, TS?, 12, F2, M2, rcMIS?, XS?
flflflfl2 COMMOlN /0flTAq/ XL3.Cl PAOTADI ______________
00000? commON /vogy/ YL9 TS, C, r, H, EllIS, THIN, 7F
0000q2 C OMMON /%IP7Yr)/ V'J(ltJO), P~flO006), 77(l00019 XY(100, 00(1000),
000002) vn(i000). Pg(1000)1 79(1000), XB(1000)9 06(1000),
000002 VSAV(l000), PSAV(1000), 7SAV(l000)1 XSAV(i000), OSAV(1O00)
000002 COMMON /GAI.30TA/ T7, 0, E, All, R11, rII, OFITEE, 4FG
'OHMMN /PTRITA./ TF,OF eTQv GAS* TP. VR. VP17S, OZv R. Cy TR __ _ ___
001002 CO.MMON /TNTC/ r'qrS, MnDFIM, ZPPINT, NP'JN, NFRROR
000002 CnMMON /PTP~TN/ 77ron, VZFPO, PZERO, XZERO, QZEPO, JZFIPO, XTEST
r P Pfl(I~/PP1T SM9 OSIIN. PSUM, YSP* 7FQONT, JFN0, PRF09 PPFG _________
00000? COMMON /LNrf JSTN9T, JSAV, XLI?, XLI?3
00a __U _ o o X~IT=IJ TAP T ________________________
000004 VV(TV'SAV(T)
co 000007 c(=rVT
7OW X ( T)=XSAVtT) 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_
000 fl2 5 0r. (T)= 0SA X'T)
nlnl__ ~ 1a_!LONTTNUF_____________________________
000926' J7E%?O-JSTAOT
000039 V7EO0= (VSAV(~JSTAPT) +1. OE-Edl. 001
0034 77ERn=7SAV(JS.TAPT)
000037 X7!ER0=VAV(XTtRT)
1000042 0 H R0= TSJAV (JST A PT)
0000'-0 CALL SATUR(P,TT)
00 00592 TSTAVT=TT+nf~i.TFr/TcV
000055s 
__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ __
000057 PZFRO=PHI(T'qTAPT)
000062 TF(Z7FPO.fV0.XLi) CALL JOTNT(l,PZFPO,VZrPOVZEQOI
800067O tX~). GO TO 200 C____
000072 rALL COK'FC(t) 4~000174. CALL PTPr
000Q75 C~ALL JCTNT(jP7FQ!),V7EQO,V7F0O) ____ _______
START. C
IRW?~) c6'MPILY (VEP.261' 10/02/73. 15.05.14.. ________ ___
000100 200 CINTTM'JE
000100 TF(77EqO.Ffh'(Li?) CALL JOINT(2 PZEPO,VZEPO,V7FRO) __
coois ItPZ7ERO*GE*VL12) C') TO 300
000110 C~ALL CONSFC(?)
000112 CALL PIPE ______ _____ _____ _
000113 CALL J0TIT(2,P7FR,V7EPflVZFQO)
000116 300 CALL C0Nq'FI.(M
000120 CALL PIPE ____
1000121 TtqIN=TSt
100123 RETUiRN
1000124 .W
CD)[ ______ __
C)
C) IdVls
------- 
rjoUW-=N91S ILOOffa
C596000
C) 
Z90000
uilli=l TOT UU 09000
S68008
(IkiVlb;l'd)dnlVS 11VC) iscooo
CY) UbVLSr)A'VSd=d
(16 Ji br) AV ;0=1dVISO fillooco
(IbVi.-.r)AVSX=IbViSX VICOOD
(16vlSV)AVSZ=idVISL IEU
lia Vi bf) i4SA IaVISA t E 0 0
3ANIiNG5 001 .11000
(I)AVSt,=(I)DU szuuju
(IJAV.SX=(I)XX VZOODO
(I)AVSZ=(I)ZZ OZOODO
(i)AVSd=(I)dd 5 uuuu
(I)AVSA=(IJAA ZT0000
ldVISP6T=l 001 00 OT0904 Ln
F.E.Mbow zuuuu :t
G=bi 900000
N1 )NliVd3il*'A4'/)IVhdUS OT 960000
(UMMIrEw- Zuuuuu
izvix 6ziix 4Avsr sibvisr /twi/ Nowwoo Z00000
536d '03bd 'QNjr 61NOkJAZ lbz .X 'WnSb *Wf)SD *WnSX /."10did/ NUNNOLi 2uuuu9
IS3ix 60ajZr 6ua IZD 6Ud3ZX 6Oa3Zd 6U63ZA '08-3ZL /Nidid/ NOWWO5 zoocco
6Udb.DN 4Nn6N 41NISdZ 6WCAUOW 4 .IbN 131lil/ NOWWOO Z00000
Z( 'S36A "bA 'di 'SVS OU 'I.10 *A3i /V.LGdid-/ NOWWOL) duuuvu
91H 6331130 IT15 6TTU ITTV 13 lu 4zl /VlUSVW NOWWOO MOOD
(OOOTIAVSO '((IDOT)A'USX 4(OOOT)AVSZ 4(0061)AWSd 6(0001)AVSA z 200006M,
'(0001)80 4(0001)UX '(EIODI)FjZ '(DOOM id libOOT)6A zueunn
6(0001)()U 6(000-1)XX 6(0001)ZZ '(OGOT)dd '(DOOTJAA /tJXZdA/ NUWWOj ZOGOOD
JL INIWI ISIWA IH Ij 13 ISI 'IX /NdUA/ Nowwo ) MOOD
IQVIG*Vb*k3'ilX YUVIUV/ NOWWOU Zug
zsx IZSIW3 44H Zi 4ztj lzsi 6zlx /ZGNOO/ NOWWOO zoo 04
TSX 61slW3 61H 61S 613 6TSI 6TIX /Vahoo/ Nowwot) 200400
vie iftj 'al IL wu J !Iliq
IRUNX C HPTLE START?-2_ 1/2/3 1.5.4
000073
00097f) TMTN=T',TAP'T______________
[000100 VZFPO=VSTART
0OO0MO P7EPO=I'HT(TSTA*T)
L00 010 9 ZZFQO=7STA',T _________________ _
00010)7 XZFRO=XSTAPT
000111 0EOIT'
Mill1 JZFRO=.JFTART
[0001i5 IF (Z1ERO.FOl. VI) 'CALL JOIT4T(tqPZFRO,VZFRO*V7ERO)
000122 TF(Z7EI0.GF.YLI) GO TO ?01
[ooOI2c rALL CONzF(t) __________ __ ___
000127 CALL PTPF
000130 CALL JCINT(t,P7ERO),V7FPVVZE-0)
000133 ?Onl cONTIMI.IF____________
000131 TF(ZZERO.F'I.XLt2) CALL JMINT(2*PZFROvVZE~OV7EPO)
0001.40 TF(ZZERO.GF.YLI?) GO TO 309
1000143 rALL CONSFC(?) ___--____________
000145 CALL P~p
co 00146 fALL JfOINT(?,P7FPO,V7FPO,V7ERO)
-~ 000151 30n CONTTNUr
cooi~t CALL rOMN FrI)
000153 CALL PTPIF
000ir54 CALL TESTF(MODE-J)______________
0 0 0 1 C; iPITF(S.ir) Tr"TAT,UM,QSUM,JENl,MW'EJ
00017'. t5 FO'?MAT (/,,; vT=,T,?Y,*TSTART=,Ft0.5,?V,
000t76 1I GS .. ?,',E2 ,'S'~1.
000174,; ?X..FP'T~?,NRJ,4
000176 TFtmORFJ.F.l) VFTUPN
1002 00 IF(MOREJ.GT.n) Tq=I ___________________________
000203 lot r .)N T T N .1E
000205 W' TTF(6,20)
000211 20 FORMAT(/,?X,*FATLpn TO Cn4VERGE TN STAPT?*)W
00021t CALL EXIT
100071? FMP
CC
P ~q !IIF ISUQF7(TT.S.Tr) ______________
000006 CIMMOM /WflQKI XL, TS, C, F, H, EMIS, TM49 7F
000006 OENOM =4.9rM4TF*TT**3+H
000014 TC = -i.*'*44T93nEIST*4/EO
0'30025 ~~~
rr
C)
SURFb
PlIINY rnmprI"F-Q tvF7 )1I0/7.l505l,,__-
iflfflf~ ~ ~ MHO /P!flT/ TV., OFT. 09 GAS* TP, VR, VPS,,9ETP -____
000003 COMMON /IMTn/ NQFS, MnnFQM, ZPR!NT, NPIJN, NERQOR
000003 COMMON /PTPOUT/ YSUM, OW'JM, RSIJM, XSR, ZFRONT. JFNn, PRFO, PREG
000003 TF(MODFQM.FO.tl (;0 TO 100
C PRESC.RIPFn 0 H!E
000005 TFST=QSUM-O
ftftiftn? MORVJI=0 ___
000010 1F(APS(TrST) .LT*PRFO) PETUPN
-~000014 "ORFJO 
____ 
_____
niinntls YF(TPFST.GT.Q.) PFTUPN--____
9000933 MOREJ=-1
09000 qETURN
000035TS=XU-A
flnDQ23MORFJ=
00 00024lF(AS(TFT)*TPRG) RTUR
____00_________630_______ 
COE~
____________60011______________ 
TF(T ST______RTUR
0________0_______33______ 
___________JT=T. 
_
13111-6054-RO-00
APPENDIX C
SAMPLE PROBLEM
One sample problem consists of a performance run for a variable conductance
heat pipe for temperature control of NASA's Lunar Surface Magnetometer (LSM).
The function of the LSM heat pipe, illustrated in Figure C-1, is to
supplement heat rejection during the lunar day while shutting down during
the night. It is a passive, gas controlled heat pipe utilizing a cold,
wicked gas reservoir. The design details are summarized in Table C-l.
At the "full-on" condition the boundary conditions were stated as follows:
Heat Rejection > 4 Btu/hr
Evaporator Temperature < 5300 R
Effective Sink Temperature = 4950 R
The gas front will form in the cold trap region of the radiator at the end
of the condenser, and may extend into the main radiator. Thus, Section 1
of the condenser (cards 5 andlO) consists of the cold trap region, and
the main radiator will comprise Section 2 (cards 6 and 11). Note that,
in terms of the model, the condenser is visualized as a straight tube
with no bends; i.e., the radiator is considered one-half its actual width
and twice the actual length. There is some error in this approach if the
front extends into the main radiator, in that the bend section offers
additional resistance to axial conduction, but the results will be
conservative. There is negligible error in not using the actual condenser
length, for the control gas occupies only a small portion of the entire
length.
An input form for the sample run is shown in Figure C-2. The fluid
properties were obtained from Table 4-1. Note that the fin width (PF1)
is slightly less than the actual radiator width in the cold trap region
to account for the reduced area due to gaps between the fin segments.
Using the approximation discussed in Section 4-3 (Eq. 4-4) the effective
axial conductivity of the cold trap is calculated as follows:*
*This approach neglects the axial conductance due to the axial metal
felt wick inside the heat pipe.
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(Ac)fi n = AFI = (3.18) (0.016) = 0.0509 in 2
Aw = I (0.252 - 0.212) = 0.0145 in2
wall 4
CF1 = 9.3 (0.0145) 4.5 1 4.80 Btu0.0509 8 (0.2)hr-ft-F
The effective conductivity of the main radiator is simply the thermal
conductivity of aluminum since there are no fin segments. Also,
AF2 = (3.5) (0.016) = 0.056 in2
Because the circumferential grooves offer negligible radial heat transfer
resistance, a wick thickness of 0.001 in, was input, which roughly
corresponds to the average groove depth. For this reason the wick
conductivity was assumed to be the conductivity of the working fluid.
The axial wick was treated as an artery.
(Ac)wick = (0.02) (0.21) = 0.0042 in2
DART = 4 (0.0042))
= 0.073 in.
The effective sink temperature was input as follows:
POWI = POW2 = (0.1712 X 10- 8 ) (0.85) (495) 4
= 87.5 Btu/hr-ft 2
Finally, the nominal value for the heat input was estimated using
Eq. (4-7).
(0.959)(3.18)(4.5) [(0.85)(0.1712 X 10-8)(530)4 - 87.5]
144
+ (0.959)(3.5)(7.5) [(0.85)(0.1712 X 10-8)(530)4 - 87.5]144
Q < 7.44 Btu/hr
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TABLE C-I
HEAT PIPE DESIGN DETAILS
Pipe:
Material: 321 stainless steel
Outside Diameter = 0.250 in.
Wall Thickness = 0.020 in.
Evaporator Length = 2.0 in.
Condenser Length = 13.5 in.
Adiabatic Length = 3.5 in.
Radiator:
Material: 6061 aluminum sheet (0.016 in. thick)
Cold Trap: N = 9 fin segments
L = 4.5 in.
L = 0.30 in.
Lf = 0.2 in.
g
Wick Structure:
Material: Stainless steel
Description: Metal felt axial wick (0.21 in. X 0.02 in.)
with circumferential grooves in the tube
wall.
Reservoir:
Type: Cold, wicked
Volume: 0.79 in.
Working Fluid: Methanol
Control Gas: Nitrogen (1.26 X 10- 7 lb-moles)
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6"1
.AS
RESERVOIR
/ 7"
TAP APRATOR
SAn LE
FLUID RESERVOIR FIGURE C-1.
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER HEAT PIPE
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CARD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 72H 1 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1
2 72H A SHORT HEAT PIPE
PARAMETERS
All B11 C11
3 3F12.5 14.48 6262.17 557386.2
XMC DIF E HFG
4 4F12.5 32.0 0.442 0.81 501.0
PF1 AF1 CF1 EF] EMIS1 HF1
5 6F12.5 3.18 0.051 4.8 0.96 0.85 0.0
PF2 AF2 CF2 EF2 EMIS2 HF2
6 6F12.5 3.50 0.056 104.0 0.96 0.85
DOUTA THKWA CWA DELA CWKA XLINGA
7 6F12.5 0.250 0.020 9.30 0.0010 0.120 0.500
DOUT THKW CW
8 3F12.5 0.25 0.02 9.3
DEL CONWK DART
9 3F12.5 0.001 0.12 0.073
TF1 POWI XLONG1
10 3F12.5 0. 87.5 0.375
TF2 POW2 XLONG2
11 3F12.5, 0. 87.5 0.625
12 3F12.5 TEV Q ZGAS AGAS
E12.5 530. 5.0 0. 1.26E-07
2F12.5 VRES TRES NRES MODEQM PRINT NRUN
214,
13 F12.5, 0.79 495.0 2 1 0.50
14
FIGURE C-2. Sample Input, LSM Heat Pipe
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The second sample problem consists of a prediction for the
AHPE (Ames Heat Pipe Experiment). The pipe, illustrated in
Figure C-3, flew on board OAO-C (Orbiting Astronomical Observatory,
Configuration C) launched in August 1972. The pipe provides
temperature control for the spacecraft's OBP (On Board Processor)
platform, keeping it at 60 + 50F despite large variations in
environmental conditions and power dissipation loads. It utilizes
a hot, nonwicked reservoir containing helium to control the heat
rejection by the methanol working fluid. Axial conductivity was
minimized by slots in the radiator fins as shown in the figure.
Figure C-4 shows the input data for the sample run, and the
output follows.
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AMES H1EAT PiPE EXPEII 'EltE.T AH PE)
VARI,LE CONDUCTA,,CE
GAS RESERVOIR
3.6"
28" OVERALL
EVAPORATOR 14
WICK , 14"
--n , FIBERGLASS BRACKETS :
CDALUMINUM SADDLE
EVAPORATOR AND
GAS RESERVOIR
/ SPLIT RADIATOR
FILL TUBE 26" FINS (ALZAK)
OBP TAINLESS
RESERVOIR FEED STEEL
TUBE l TUBECONDE NSER
E E ARTER R
EQUIPMENT
PLATFORM Y '
METHANOL VAPOR
NITROGEN GAS
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CARD FORMAT DECRIPTION
1 72H 1 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2
2 72H A LONG HEAT PIPE
All B11 C11
3 3F12.5 14.48 6262.17 557386.2
XMC DIF E HFG
4 4F12.5 32.0 1.77 .91 501.
PF1 AFI CF1 EFI EMIS1 HF1
5 6F12.5
14.3 0.458 0.545 0.85 0.75
PF2 AF2 CF2 EF2 EMIS2 1iF2
6 6F12.5 14.3 0.458 1.1 0.89 0.75 0.48
DOUTA THKWA CWA DELA CWKA XLONGA
7 6F12.5 0.437 0.035 6.51 0.0052 0.09 0.30
DOUT THKW CW
8 3F12.5 0.437 0.035 6.51
DEL CONWK DART
9 3F12.5 0.0052 0.09 0.205
TF1 POWI XLONG1
10 3F12.5 0.0 42.3 0.25
TF2 POW2 XLONG2
11 3F12.5 544.0 42.3 1.960
3F12.5 TEV Q ZGAS
12 E12.5 539.0 5.0 1.0
2F12.5, VRES TRES NRES MODEQM ZPRINT NRUN
214,
13 F12.5, 13.2 539.0 0 1 0.500
14
FIGURE C-4. Sample Input, AHPE Heat Pipe
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SAMPIF P~flPLFVI-__ 
__
A SHORT MCAT PI
0E
VAPOR PRFSSURI PAPAMETEP"_______________
ti1=1I.4iDO0F+00 R11=2.621?017+02 Ctt=55.73R162F,04
FLUT') PPOPEPTTF'z
HFG= 5ol01.Ofl PTU/LB3 tTF= .14420 FTFT/HR XMC= 32.0000 C') EXP 
.I0
FIN P90FFRTTE';v CO0n'FNSFP SFCTTON NU?.4SFD t
PF= 3.IP,00 IN AF oqtn0 r TN CF= 4.100i BTIJ/HPFTR EF= .')609 
FMIS=_.8500 HF= :.l00 BTU/H9FT2Q
PF= 3.5q90 TN AF= Dq~n Snf TH CF=104.fl000 EgTU/H'FTR FF *9A~0I 
EWIs= .1500 HF= -0.9000 9TU/HRFT?Q
1ADIABATTC SFCTTO'N PQOPEPTTF 
__
DoUTAz .2150n TN. TIKW = .0200 IN.
CWA= 9.30'00 BTU/HPrTQ. flcLA= .0nt0 CWKA= .12f0n 1TU/HPFT- 
XLONGA= .5000 rT
PIEPROPERTIES 
-
flO'T= .?50q TI WALL TH'(= I02on IN WALL roNfl= q.'00n RTIJIHPFTP C)
CONDENSER ENVRCENT, 
0F-O 
W ME
IF .R pow= 4.3:709F+nl PTUIHRFTFT YONG= 3.7509E-01 FT 
L__
()N'ENSER ENVRCNMFNT9 FF TnMON N'm9E- ? 7
TF= 0. C? POW= 9.71509r'+01 PTU/HPFTFT XL')NG= 6.2509E-0I FT -EXAMPLE 1
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DMF_,NSICMLFCS TP'PFQATUvF' _____________________________
DIMEN';ICNLFSS C!nfFNrFP PAPAMFTCPS, -:FCTION NO. t
FmT4I g.i5000F-qt r=~ 1.7?fllF+o F= I.tt69E-01 H= 0. Y1= 2.3104F+OI XS= 9.8851E-31
ITtEN IONLE4'S CNPENSFP PAPAMFTEPQ,, qEFCTION NO0. 2
.EMIS= 8.5999P-01 C=~ ?.7923E+02 F= l.?293F-11 H= 0. XL= 3.8507E+1. XS= 6.751.5E-Oi -
C,
DIMENSICNLEV; A)TABATTC ! V7T!CN DAPAMFTCS U-
C3= 6.0cFt~gF+Ofl PA= 7.377V!E-C' ')IAnlT= t.00962E+00 R= 7.37702F-03 X13= 3.08057E+Ot
ITEPATTNG TN PrH
ITEP= a T9TAT= .75p 71 Sqq25Xi 23.110428
IE= ?TSTART= .822'77 1 17.?5290 XLI= ?3.t10429
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TTTFQ= 6 TST8RT= .9q1W YCS.!'4 1.71877F+02 OSUM= i.65767E+0O
TRES = 4.491nF+0? nvr 0' X-P = 9.54IPE-g1 OPSGtAS =1..8048E-07 18-MOLES
J= I ZTk = 4.8A9?r-02 TNCHFS 7 = 2.500IJF-01
V =O.OR'FOF-OA. P = 4.5442c-07 TrI 8.3982E-01
XS j .54qcE~fl? OStJM = 2.7790E-03 MASSFLOW = 9.0668E-06 L9/HR
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j 21 7TN = t.fl2?qE+flO TWr'HFS Z = 5.2509F+00C
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J = 7TN =1.?fl4or*0 TNCH-ES Z = 6.IR6iE+01
VI 1 .6r;4F~01) P = A.07?7E+02 TI = t.01300E+00
flSIJM 1.EiR+?nlj .r77E+03 ?ASSFLOW = .654DE-02 LR/HR
OrfLOW 8.2A8i'F+0n e3TI/HRI '(S= 0. THTCK =5.3009]E+02 nFG R
T4L 5.?upf'0+qV' 9r 0 MG' S = 2 0 55C-0l7 LR-MOLFS
j= ?50 7TN = .?0Q7r~fl1 T4'CHFS 7 = 6.2t11F+ot
V 1.6574V~gn p R.OqilF+0? TI = 1.0000E+00
YSIJm 17q 9 rIShIm 1.6577E+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540OE-02 LR/HP
OFLOW 8 ?981F+ge PTIJ/HP XS5 0. TWICK = 5.3000OE+02 DEC, R
TWALL ='.3!J091F+? rrc 0 mG 2.0055F-07 LR-MOLES
j 5q 7TN = .253rr+91 TNCI-FS 7 f.436,1E+01
V =I I.E574F400 P =8.7087FGU? TT = i.00OOE+00
XSUP, = 1.7tglF+O? OSUm = .6577E+00 M4ASSFLOW =i.6540E-02 LB/MR
OFLOW = P.?891F+90 PTUfHR '(S =0. TWICK = 5.3000E+02 nFlG P
T4ALL = .3(0flIF+q? O-C 0 MqAS = ?.005~5F-07 LR-Mf)LES
C-)
1. j 6 7TN = I.If?3c+0 INrHNFS T7 = =OOE
V= 1.674F.00 P = 0.3948F+02TI=i0OE 0
Y 1.1A't1 r)SIM = I..S77F'+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540E-02 L43/HR
PLW= A.?R87E+flf 9TI.I/HR KS 0. TWTCK = 5.3090E+02 OEG R
Tl48LL = 5.3qnglF+fl? OFc~ P Mf' = 2.0055E-07 LB-MOLFq
1 79 7!IN = t.3Sq0C.01 TNCHFS 7 = J .q361F+01 0IE0
V I.P 574F90. P = .0081E*03 TI =I.OOEa
'(SUIP 1.718RE+O? OSUM = 1.65'77F+00 ?ASSFLOW = .6540E-02 LR/HR -
OFLflW 8= gM7+jf RTI/HP 0S= . THICK = 5.30OOE402 DEG R
TWALL 5.3flflfl+f? ,F.G mfA = 2.Ofl5c-07 LR-MOLFS
= q 7IT. = 1.4045F+01 TNr7HFS Z= ?.2I11F+01
V = 1.6574F+00 P 1.0436E+03 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSA= t.71A 1P+n? OSUJM 1.6577F+00 MASSFLOW = i.65'.OE-02 LB/MR C0
OFLnW = R.?RR7F+00 8T!I/HP X(S =0. THICK = 5.3000E+02 DEC- R L
TWALL = .'3Oflq+f? D0-C = ,A1 2.055F~-7 L9-46LF93C
J=390 7T .N = t.45!?E+l1 -rIHFI. 7 = 7.L.611E+01 100E0
V = 1.6574r4gg P = 1.It522F4*03 TI = iOOEO
'(SIM = 1.71PRE+02 nSLIM =1.&'577F+gg MASSFLOW = 1.6540JE-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 8.?28TF+0 BT'U/R XS = 0. TWICK 5= .3000EE02 DEG P
TWALL = 5.3900F+02 nFG Q9 GAS = 2.0055F-07 L9-MOLES
J = 310 ZIN = 1.50F+01 INCHES 7 = 7.7111E+01
V = 1.6574F+00 P =  1.2208F+03 TI = 1.0000EO+00
XSUM = i.7188E+B2 QSUM = 1.6577E+00 MASSFLOW = I.540E-02 LB/HP
OFLOW = 8.288!F+0Ofl BTU/H XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3000E+02 DEG P
TWALL = 5.30POF+02 EG R MGAS = 2.0055E-07 LO-MOLES
J = 320 ZTh = 1.550 +01 INCHES Z = 7.9611E+01
V = 1.6574F+00 P 
=  1.2894E+03 TI = i.0000E+00
YSUM = 1.7188E+0? OSUM = 1.6577E+00 MSSFLOW = 1.6540E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 8.2RAF+00 BTU/HR X .= 0. TWICK = 5.3000E+02 DEG P
TWALL = 5.3000E+02 DEG P MGAS = 2.0055E-07 L9-MOLES
J = 331 ZIN = 1.60b1E+01 INCHES Z = 8.2361E+01
V = 1.6574E+00 P = 1.3649E+03 TI = 1.0000E00
XSUM = 1.71t8E+02 QSUn = i.6577E+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 8.288F+0 BOTU/HP XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3000E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3000c+02 OFG R MGAS = 2.0055F-07 L-MOLES
J = 341 7IN = 1.6928F+91 INCHES 7 = 8.4R61E+01
V = 1.6574F+00 P = 1.4335f+03 TI = i.0OOE00
XSUM = 1.71tRF+02 QSUM = 1.6577E+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 8.28RR 3E00 TU/HP XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3000E+02 OEG R
TWALL = 5.3000E+ 2 BEG P MGAS = 2.0055E-07 LB-MOLES
J = 351 ZIN = 1.7015F+01 INCHES Z = R.7361E+01
.V = 1.6574E+00 P = 1.5021E+03 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUN = 1.7189E+O? QSUM = 1.6577+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 8.2883E+00 BTU/HR XS = 0. THICK = 5.3000E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.300E+0? DEG R MGAS = 2.0055F-07 LB-MOLES
0
J = 361 7IN = t.7502E+01 INCHES 7 = 8.9861E+01
V = 1.6574E+00 P = 1.5707E+03 TI = i.0000E+00
XSUM = 1.718E+I02 OSUM = 1.6577E+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540E-02 LB/HP
OFLOW = 8.2883F+0 BTU/HR XS = P. THICK = 5.3000E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3000F+02 DEG R MGAS = 2.0055E-07 LB-MOLESC
J = 372 ZIN = i.8R00F+01 INCHES Z = 9.2417E+01
SV = 1.6574E+00 P 
=  1.64086+03 TI = 1.00OOE+00
XSUMn = 1.7t8E+02 OSOUM = 1.6577E+00 MASSFLOW = 1.6540-00 2 LB/HP
QFLOW = 8.2P8Pr+00 BTU/HP XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3000E+02 OEG R
TWALL = 5.1000E+0 OEG R MGAS = 2.0055E-07 LB-MOLES
GAS IN ONF DZ STEP OF GAS-RLOCKEF CONDFNSEQ I = 3.672?iF-10 LR-MOLES
POWER LCST BY ONE 07 STEP OF FULL-ON CONDENSER 1 = 7.13508E-02 BTU/HR
TOTAL GAS IN PlPF AND oESEPVOTP = 2.005451-(7 LR-MOLE;
TOTAL PCWER LOST BY CINDEISFoV = 8.28875E+03 BTU/HO
-1__
I
O
' AMPLF t)nq 1FM*2
A LONG HEAT -TP
VAPOR PqESS(UP1 PARa'4ETFPS
AllA~tRDOF+0 It=.92170F+l? C11=55.73i8F2E+04
FLUID P90PFQTTES
MFG= 501.0000 STU/LB flTF= 1.7700 FTrT/4R XMC= 32-0000 CD EXP= .9100
FTN PPOOERTTF' , r0NOENvEQ SrfTTl NUMR-C- I
PF= 1 4 .390P TM AF= .45810 SOy IN CF= .54.50 STU/HPFTR EF= .3q00 EM!S= .7500 
HF= -0.0000 STU/I4RFT2P
FIN PPCFFPTTES, rO~nEWN~p SFCTION NU'4DEP 2
C-) PF= 14.3~000 IN AF= .4591 CO IN PF= t.1000 9TU/HPFTR Er= q900 EMIS= .7500 HF= .4800 BTU/HRFT2R
o
IADIARA'TIr SFCTION PPOPFRYTEF
DOUTA= .4379 IN. THXWa= .0350 TN.
CWA= 6.5iofl PTIJ/HRFTO OFLA= CP5~2 CWKA= .0900 9TU/HRFTR XLONGA= .3000 FT
PIPE PQCPFRTIFS
DOUT= .43?0 IN WALL THK= .0350 IN WALL C0ND)= 6.St00 RTU/HPFTR C
ICONDENSER FNVTRCNMFNT, SCCT TON NUmqlrR t
TF= 0. Y ~ 4 90F0 ~UHFE LONG= 2.5000E-01 FT C0
CON0ENS'7P ENVT~fNMFMT, SP TTON N(UMiEP 2
TlF 5.4400F+12 Q PnW= 4.2309F+01 9TU/HPFTFT X LONG= j.q609F*00 FT
WICK( pp~pEIRTrs AND prrPVOTD rCNOTTTONS
I 4C'( THK= .0105? IN WrK Cn1N= .190n1 STU,/4PFTP D-ART= .2050 IN VRES= 13.2000 CU IN TRES= 539.0 R HRES= 0.
OPERATING CrON'ITIONS
TFV= 5.300nF+A32 P 0 95.A120F+Q0 PT!JIHR moflFom= I r'FV= 4.4442E-04 
LSMOLE/FT3 TTRAP -0. R
GAS= 7.0I504E+n? 7GAS= 1.0009IW+00 rT laGAS -0. LRMOLF: 
C0FF= 5.0180E-09 IMOLE
AMT= 3.553PF-16 LnMOLF Y" 1.9000P~+90 rT
DIME NSTCNLF S', TF0F9ATURF',
TZ= 1.599'5F+Dt TS1= 7.qnl1$F-n1 TS?= 8.9883E-Ot TP= 1.OflOOE+00 TTRP= 0.
:flFNINL";' rcmnENs~qP ARWqTFQS, SFGTTON Nn. t.
EMT= 7.50P0r-ni C= t.996F+nt F= 7.126I1F-Oi H= 0. XL= 
1.0282E+01 YS= 9.558E-0i
!DIMENSIONLFFS CONDEMSEP P'FTfS, SFC~TIOn NO. 2
FMIS= 7.53Wfl-91 C= 2.G3AA4+0t r= 7.4614F-01 H4= 1.7844E+00 YL= 
8.0607F+01 XS= P4.26tE-01 -
C'
'IM4 NSICNLFS AOIARATTr SFflTT')N PA-MMFTFRS 
4-
C3= 8.87969F+00 PA= t.0194?F-02 D18flT t.07916E*03 R= i.93942E-02 X13= 1.23378E.01 C0
0)
ITERATING TM PATCH
ITER= 0 T S T= .79065 Z7= 22.87307 XLI= 10.28154
ITER= i TSTART= .84474 Zl= 3.43817 XL1= 10.28154
ITER= 2 TSTART= .81769 7t
=  6.38581 XLI =  10.28154
ITER= 3 TSTART= .80417 71= q.15265 XLI
=  10.28154
ITER= 4 TSTART= .79741 Zt= 11.84004 XLI- 10.28154
ITER- 5 TSTART= .80979 Zi=. 10.2R317 XLI= 10.28154
ITERATING IN LCNG
ITEP= n JSTART= 1 XSUM= 6.79337E+02 QSUM= 2.39200E+1O JNOD= 423 MOREJ
=  I
ITER= I JSTAPT= 207 YSUM= 7.29072E+0 QSUM= 7.54485E+00 JEND= 422 HOREJ= 
-1
ITER= 2 JSTART= 104 XSUM= 7.0538202 QSUM= 1.54601E+01 JEND= 422 MORFJ= 
t
ITER= 3 JSTART= 155 XSUMI 7.17112E+02 QSUM= i.15s4OqE+O JEND= 422 MOREJ= 
-1
ITER= 4 JSTART= 129 XtUM= 7.11132E+02 QSUM= 1.35389E+0t JENO= 422 MOREJ= 
-t
ITFR= 5 JSTAoT= 11 XI'UM= 7.08142F+07 OSUM= 1.4579E+01 JEND= 
422 MOPEJ =  0
TRES = 5.3900E+02 DcG R YS = 9.8558E-01 RESGAS = 3.3459E-06 LB-MOLES
J = i 7N = 7.2470E-07 INCHES 7 = 2.137E-01
V = 2.4409E-05 P 
=  1.9035F-02 TI = 8.0081E-01
XSUN - 6.63371+02 OSUM = 9.718E-02 MASSFLOW = 21.360E-06 
LB/HP
OFLOW = 8.7797-02 OTU/HR XS 9.8099E-01 TWICK = 4.321964E02 
DEG R
TWALL = 4.3205E#02 DFG P MGAS = 3.3280E-06 LB-MOLES
J =  1 ZIN = 5.1015E-01 INCHES Z = 1.7484E+00
V = iROIE-O4 P 
=  1.952qE-02 TT = 8.0183E-01
XSUM = 6.634F+02 OSUM = 1.718E-02 MASSFLOW = 1.2903E-06 
LR/HR
OFLOW = 8.7089F-02 BTU/HR XS = 9.80477E-0 THICK = 4.3219E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 4.328?E002 DEG P MGAS = 3.3380E-06 LB-MOLES 
0
J 14 7TN = i.O108E+00 INCHES Z = 3.4984E-0
V = 4.3048F-04 P = ?°i224E-02 TI 
= 8.0516-01"
XSm = 6.6734E+02 OSUM = 4.17051FE-02 MASSFLOW = 8.7077E-06 
L/HRn
OFLOW = 3.7526F-Ot BTU/HR XS = 9.7177F-01 TWICK = 
4.33q7E+02 OEG R
TWALL = 4.3738?E02 DFG R MGAS = 3.3947E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 21 ZTN = ..53984+00 INCHES 7 = 5 2484E*00
.V = 8.7251E-04 P 
 2.4794E-02 TI = 8,1145E-Oi oI
XU M = 6 .F-E+0 2 QSUM = 7505tt-02 
ASSFLOW 
=  87077E-06 LB/HR
OFLOW = 3,7526E-01 PTU/HP XS = 9.751,F-Oi TWICK 
= 4.3737E 02 OEG R
TWALL = 4.3713F+02 DEG R MGAS = 3.3594E-06 LB-MOLFS
J = 28 ZTN = 2°04?0f00 NCMFS Z = 6.9984400
I V = I .8187F-03 P = 3.2009 E-02 TI = 8.2197E-Oi __
XStJ$ = (-.7V;4F+0? OSUM = 1.2461 -Ol mASSFLOW = .8151E-05 19/HP
OFLOW = .23nqr-li PTU/HR XS =q.6785F-lj TWICK =4.4304E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 4.i.26RF+fl? OFrG P mn~AS = .36W-Oc' 19-MOLES____ _____
J 35 7TN 2.552E+00f INrHFS- Z = 8.74R4F+0O
V =4.2618E-01! P = .7.772qE-02 TI = 8.3889E-O1
YSUM = F7 7 97FPfl? QSUM =2.0170c~-01 MASSFLOW =4.25233E-05 LB/HP
OFLOWd = 1.0995P+90f rqTU/HR XS = 9.57i1F-oI TWICK =4.52t6E+02 OEG 9
TWALL =4.51'9F+1)? nEG R MrAS = 3.3nOOF-OF LB-MOLES____
J 42 !IN 3.1023F+10O TNCHFI;= .63ED
V =7.0467F-nl = 8.7844F-02 TI = 8.6574E-Oi ___
*XSUM = 6.70 F7+IJ? osum= 2.756CR-01 MASSFLOW =7.0322E-05L/H
nFLnw = 1.37'1OE,!g PTtI/HP XS = .130QE-gJ1 TWICK =4.6663E+02 nEG P
TWALL =4.67cAE*O? DEG, P MGAS = .394AE-O5 19-MOLES__ _____ ______
I j = 43 ZIN 3.t753E+0O INCHES Z 1.08!82Ei+Ot
V = 6.87DIE-01 P = 9.3154E-02 TI = 8.6834FO __
YSM=6.767qF.I1? OSUM = 2.53q4F-0j MASSFLOW =6.83564E-05 LB/MR
OFLOW = i.*>697r+Dg) PTU/HR XS = .09fl6F-OI TWICK =4.6806E+02 DEG P
TWALL = 4.05R93F+? nEG R MrAS =3.3961E-06; 19-MOLES ______
M)
J =48 7YN = 3.5400fF+OD INrCHFS 7 = i.2 + 32E+01
V = 5.6M42F-03 P =i.1705E-01 TTI 8.7873E-Oi
Xsm= F.78fl71r+0 OSUM = i.6)8152F-nI MASSFLOW = 5.'72'RE-O5 19/NP
OFLOW = 8.425SP-01 RT1J/HP XS = B.q57FE-01 TWTCK = 4.7364E+02 nFG 9
TWALL =4.74?'EWq? CFG R M"AS 3.L.O?6F-Dri 19-MOLES___________
J =55 ?IN = 4.0506F+00 TNCHF" 7 1..3882E+01
V= 3,8565F-91~ P =i.4?OtF-li TI = 8.875qE-ii
XSIJM =6.7PROrO? OSUM 9.4 749E-02 MaSSFLOW = 3.848,IE-05 19/H0  Co
OFLOW =4.7374F-9I1 PTIJ/HR XS A.6307E-OI TWICK = 4.784tF*O2 DEG R -
TWALL = 4.7871FO? DEG P MGAS =3.4113F-01 19-MOLES______
J =62 ZIN = 4.561?F+O0 INCHES 7 1.5632E+Oi C0
V =2.4044F-03 p=1.5812F-01 TI = 8.9253E-01i:
XS'JM = 6,.8t4RE+02 OSUM = 5*31qtE-07 P4ASSFrLOW = 2.3996F-035 L9/HP
OFLOW = 2.fjSqqE-nt 9TU/HR XS =P.4R76r-!JI TWICK = 4.8107E+12 OEG R
TWALL = 4.81?cX+2 D0% R MW:4 = 3.I4iq7r-06 LB-mOLES
j = 69 71W = 5.0719E+00 INCHES 7 = .7382E+Ot
V 1.42?71F-03 ~ P =1.6789F-O01 TTI 8.91529E-01
)(;J .74 ?QSIJM = 2.97P.SF-fl? MASSFLOW = 1-4250E-15 L9/HP
'LOW 1.0!97E-0I1 CTU/H-R X(S = A.L.O21E-01 TWICK = 4.$256E+02 DEG P
TWALL = ..8'fF+0? r)976 R "A = 3.t+?8E-06 LB9-lOLFS
j 75 7TN =5.SC50c+f IMCHFS 7 1.888?F+01
V R .8qR3VFVj4 p =179E TI = 8.9666E-01
'(j .plibcZW4(? os'Jm 1.80'I0E-02 MASSFLOW = 8.8806F~-06 LS/HR
nFLnW 9 .015n'w02 nTIs/HP X(S = .35giF-0I TWICK = 4.8330E+02 DEG R
TIOfLL = .8R73F+l? nFlG P MGAS =3.4.350E-06 LB-40LES
j 82 ZTN 6.0n2F+9 NHFS7 =2.O0j3?F+Oi
It 4.9F)5IE-04 P 1 .7645F-Ot TT = 8-975SE-01
=su 6.Af-1AF&0? alim 9.86L.2E-03~ MASSr*LOW = .955?E-06 LB/HP
OrLON 4.9321F-9? PTU/HR XS= 8.37-7qr-01 TWICK = 4.8390E+02 DEG R
TWALL =4.8PIE*'n OEC P MGAS = 3.44.3?F-01 LS-MOLFS
gg 71N 6.5701F+00 ITICH Z 2.2382E+Oi
V 2.5925F-04 P 1 .7935E-01 TI = 8.9808E-tOl
XWSM 6.8*77qF.09 nSUM =5.0767E-03 MASSFLOW = 2.5773E-06 LB/HR
C)OFLnW 2 .5394&E-92 9TIJ/NH XS = F.3tt5F-Ot TWICK = 4.8406E+92 DEG R
TWALL 4..I)OE+0? PFT, P MCAS =3.f 4 513-06~ LB-MOLES
N) ujq6N 7.041I.E.00 INCHrS Z 2 .4132E.01
V =j0f37nFl-04 P = 1.7q27F-01 TI = .98SIE-01
'(SUM = 6.8qIlr+92 QSIJM = 2.0?84E-03 MASSFLOW =1.0350E-a6 LB/HR
OPO .Oi4?E-02 ATtJ/HP '(S = P.303EE-01 TWICK =4.8419E+02 DEG R
TWALI = 4.'".?1E+f? Er; P MGAS = .5~-C LB-MOLES
=J 103 7TN = 7.55i7r+fl TNCHES 7 = .58stE401
v 0. P = 1.8130F-01 TI =8.9883E-01
YS;UpM 6.q1lE40? OSUM = 0.MASSFLOW =0. L13/14P
OFL 0. =PTU/HR XS = .2R61F-0i TWICK =4.8'.47E+02 DEG P L,
TWALL = 4.4?+n? nFG R MrA' 3.46~7;F-06 LR-MOLES -
110it TN = 8.oF1ir+fl INCHES 7 = 2.762RF+ot 
0:
V =0. P = i.813OF-01 TI = 8.9883E-Ot
'(sum i -.-q263+07 OSIJM = 0. MASSFLOW = 0. LB/HQ 
C0
OFLO"4 0. PTIJ/HR '(S = A.216tF-o1 TWTCK =4.83447E+02 DEG P
TWALL =4.j4h7F+I? nFl' R M(fAF = 3.475E6E-0r) LB-MOLES
!J 117 7TN =8.571tF+ng TNrMFS 7 = 2.9~375F+Ot
V= 1.1747r-9l4 P =1.8322E-Ot TI = 8.9932E-O1 ___
XSJ 1.qL~44FI2 QStJM 7.3t79F-O'. MASSFLOW = .17?4E-6 L'c.'q/
nLW= 1.6999E-03 BTU/HR XS P.2697E-IJ1 TWTCK =4.8473E+02 DEC q
TWALL = 1*gI,7'F+02 nlcG P ?4GAS =3.41337F-06 LB3-?OLES
J 123 7TN =9.00l88F+00 INCHES Z 3.0!t7sE+ot
V = 2.4.382F-04. P 1.t.40F-01 TI = 8.9952E-01
XStJN QSUM = ?.73t4F-O3 H1ASSFLOW = 2.4334E-06 L13/HP
fFLOW = .3E,57'-f2 PTU/HP XS A.26~3tF-Ot THICK =4.848'4E*02 I1EG P
TWALL = L.828?F,02 DEi, 9 MGAS =3.4.906F-06 LP-I4OLFS
J 130' 71V = 9.5tqa.r+00 INCHES Z =3.26?SE+O1
V = 4..7522!F-04 P t.8580F-o1 TI =8.9997E-01
XSUM = 6 .972?r+02 (QSUM =7.0565F-03 P4ASSFLOW = 4.74.27E-06 
18/HP
OFLOW = 3.5?AlE-2 RT'J/HR XS =8.2476E-Ot TWICK =4.85ORE+02 DEG R
TWALL = 4.85O';F+02 flEG R M GAS =3.4.997F-lF~ LP-Nt)LES
XSUM = 6.98AIF+02 OSUM t.44.59F-O? MASSFLOW =8.81agE-J6 18/HP
C- ELnW = 7.2295r-9l2 PTII/HR XS = 8.21q'EE-01 TWICK = .8~55.3E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 4. 8 ,4 F +0 Q 7 EG P MGAS = 3.5167F-06 L!9-MOLES ________
sm= .0r+ OSUM =2.748OF-02 MASSFLOW = i.6334E-05 113/HP
nFLOW = 1.374nfl-fl PTUfHR XS = A.1653F-O1 THICK =4.8635E+912 DEG R
TWALL =4.86?4~F+02 DEG R MGA'., = -3.514E-06 LB-MOLES____-
XSUM = 7.01'99F+U? OSUM = 5.0592E-02 MASSFLOW = 3.090
7E-05 LB/HR
fiFLOW = 252Q6F-qi BTU/HP XS = 8.0669,E-01 THICK = 4.8780E+02 DEG R P
TWALL = 4.$17f?F+()? DEG R MCAS = 3.5?2E-O6 LO-40LES _______
J = 58 ?IN = l.1%6?F+9t TNCHFS Z = 3.9625E*01 
C
V- 6.1223F-01 P = 2.21387E-O1 TI = 9.a179E-Ot
XSUM = 7.03c;F+02 QSUM = .1741F-02 MASSFLOW = .6.tIOOE-09 
Lf3/HP C
OFLOW = 4 .5 87Sr-Ot OflJ/HR X = 7.3RfV3F-01 THICK = 4.903qE+02 
DEC P
TWALL = 4.1005E+02 nEn P t4GAS = 3.5303c-Oh LB-MOLES
j 165 7tN = t.2073F+0i INCHFS Z7 4.1375F+91
F~~ j.j5F0 2.7617E-01 TT = 9.1823F-01 ___ _
XSIJt4 = n.11*?fSUMP = t.6513F-01 MfASSFLOW = .3039E-04 L9/HP
OFLOW = 8.25F4F-9l !PTU/HR XS =7.51 2qE-01 T%4ICK = 4.9493E+9i2 DEG P
T W'kLL = 4.9475E+02 nEG Q MGAS =3.5377C-06 LS-MOLFS _____________
J t 71 7TN = 1.2511W+gi INCHER 7 =4.2975F+0i
V = 2.817F-02 p 3.602A -Ot TI = 9.3t13?E-Ot
xsUm = 7.0D'1IE+0? OSUM 2.7?31'-01 MASSFLOW = 2.8120E-I34 LP/HP-
OFL'OW = 1.3616FF+00~ PTIJIHR XS 6 .8q90qc-a TWICK =5.0144c+02 DEG Q
TWALL = 5. 0 1 (F +? DJEG P M94S 3 .543fE-0; L'3-'4QLES ____
J 178 7TN = i.30?tE*O1 INCHES Z = 4.46215E+gt
9.6956F-0"' P =F.t122E-01 TI = 9.5328E-91 ___
X'"= 7.0734.F+12 O'SIM = 4.859AE-01 MASSFLOW = 8.6682E-0 LB/HR
OFLOW = 2.4?qlF+O1 9TI/HP XS =5.332P8F-Ot TWTCK = 5.t3lUEtr2 DEG
TWALL =5.tlqr.+02 DEG R mnAS = 3.54qt.F-06 L'-MLES __________
IJ 185 7TN = .3531F401 TNCHFS 7 =4.6,375E+01 84Eo
V = 4.i77tF-01 P = 1.59?3E+00 TI =9.85~(E0
XSUM 7.flRfl3F+? QSIJM =8.5?4F6F-Ot M4ASSFLOW = ..168'E-03 L9/FP
()FLnW = 4..?623E+gn PTU/HR s 1.99q6E-Ot TWICK = 5.3t34rE,02 DEG P
TWALL = 5.?AP~1F+O? I)FG P MGAS = 3.5SIF-06 LB-MOLES___
V 1307FgeP 540tF00TTI 9.9972E-01 
__C9__/_HP
XISIJM = 7.0" 1'4+O2 O)SUM = .3 2 387+Oq MASSFLOW = i.3021.-02L/H
nFLnw= 6.6413F+00 n.TU/HR XS = 4.3313F-03 TWICK =5.3945E+02 DEG R -
TWALt = 5.35S.4F+Q? IEG P MnAS = 3.5q35F-CF, L9-MOLES A
j= 207 7TN = 1.4.516c+01 INCHFS 7 = ..B75tIE+O1
V = .8675F+09l P = 1.2886F+01 TI_= 1.COOOE.00
XSIP' 7.081L.F+D? OSUM =1.8670F+00 MASSFLOW =i.8637F-02 LB/HR C
OFLOW q.33c;0F+90f PTU/HP S 2.I53r5E-06 TWICK =5.3900E+02 DEG P 
-
TWAtLL =5.3';7RE.0? DEC P MrAS = 3.5535F-06 LS-MnLES __
j 211. TIN 1 .5fl27F+Ot INCHES 7 = S.1SOCF+Oi C
v 2.065E00 P = 2.29O8F4-01 TI = i.OOOOE+00 C0
XSuM =7.091'.EI-0 OSUM = -. 40,0E+00 '4ASSFLCW = 2.49tl7r-02 LS/HR
OFLnw 1.7010E+01 PTU/HO XS = 1.0994E-10 TWICK = 5.31300E+02 B)EG R
TWALL =5.3q7lF*? 'nFG R MGAS = 3.5S3qF-CA LR-MOLES 
____
J =221 7TN = .5SZ7F+g1 TMC94FS Z = 5.3250E+Ot
__. 
qVrg +9 P = 3.5t.59F+Ot TI = 1.0000E+00
Xf = 7.84~7OSUIM = 2.9450F+00 !4&SSFLOW = 2.9396E-O? L!3IHR
OFLnW = .. 7?Er+1 ' Tt/HR X" = f.TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
____ TWALL = 5.3q7qr+o? nFlC P Mr, S = .5S35F-0; Lg-MOLES[1= 228 7N = 1.6n'6F4Ol INCHES 7 = 5.5009F+01
'I 3.4%t4;F+ofl P = 'q.0536i7+Oi TI = t.OOOOE400
XIW= 7.rJM1(F+'n? 030=3.4140F+00 MASSP*LOW = 3.4775E-02 LB/HR
OrLOW = 1.7L4?fr+!]1 PTUIHP Xs= . TWICK = 5.3991E+02 DEG R
TWfALL =5.-77Re+? nr R MrAS =3.5q35F-V; LO-MOLES
J ?3 7TN = 1.95r9F+31 TNCHES 7 =5.675f1E+Oi
____V = P.29F0 p .814?C+Oi TI t.aaOOE.OO
V14=7.0814r40U? OSU'M = .20+0MASSFLCOW =4.Oi5SE-92 Lr3/t.IF
OrLOw = 2.OltsF!)1 PTIJ/HQ YS= 0.THICK 5.3qOOEO? DEG R
TWY LL = 5.3r7qE+I? Or'C P MGAS = .5 -O Lg-MOLES
J ?2 7TN = .7nflP+fl TNCHF'S 7 =5.i5OflF+Ot
V rcF+oP= 8.8?7fE+*Oj TI 1.0000E4OO
XStI?' = 7.OPli'*F+'9? OSUM t4.56?oE4+OO 'ASSFLOW 4.5534F-02 LO/HR
f)FL'nW = 2.21AF9+01 PT'J/HP 0. THICK =5.3900E+02 DEG R
TW4ALL =5.7r,7qr+f2 9Fr R MrAS =3.553Sr-01 LB-MOLES
'J ?8 7TN = j.7507r+91 TNCHOR 7 6= 90Fo
v = 5.o0?49.IE+Of p i.075SE4f? TI t.OOOOE+00
xlul= 7O1FlOSUM 5 .9740FfOO MASSFLOW =5.01.45E-012 LR/HR
nPLOW = 2.51?r+l nTU/HR XS 0. TWICK =5.3900E+02 DEG P
TWALL =5.!q?9W+V IFG P MCAS = .595F:-0c L9-MOLFS
.J 755 7TN = I.Rnl~rIgO INCHES 7 F6.1750F+Oi
-V =5.5675F400 I 1.3237F+02 TI = 1.O000.+0
XCIp= 7.nlqlf.FtO? OSUt4 5.5630F+00 MASSFLOW = 5.5524E-U2 L9/HP
OLW= 2.7qiqc+lt nTt3/HR Xs 0. THICK = 5.3900E.02 BEG R 0D
TWALL = 5.357Rc7+02 Ir P M1,AF 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLFS l
= 76,2 7TN = 1 *P5?lrOt INrHES 7= 6.3500F+0i
V = 6.iO?'7+0f p = 1.5q7317+02 TI = i.0000EO00
XELIM = 7.01f,+O = 6.113?qE400 MASSrLOW = 6.0903E-02 LB/1HR 0
'OELnW = 1.95110!+Qt 9TU/HP XS 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 nEG R
TW LL = 5.7;1+9? nP P 4GAS = 3.553rE-0c, LB-MOLES
.J 2S 7TK 1.907f)+Ot INCHES 7 = 6.5?59E+Ct
V = 6.F415?F+0 P = i.8961E+02 TI = i.OOOOEO00
xlt = 7.0 14F+)2 OSUn = 6.6410F+00 MASSFLOW = 6.628?E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 3.3205F+01 'TU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3579F+g0? OE 9 MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLFS
J = 276 7IN = 1.9550F+01 INCHES Z = 6.7000E+01
V = 7.1805E+00 P 
=  2.223E+02 TI = 1.0009E+00
XSUP = 7.0814F+0? OSUM = 7.100F+00 ASSFLON = .7.1662E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 3.5qO9F+01 RTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG P
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 OEG Q MGAS = 3.5535r-06 LB-MOLES
J = 283 ZIN = 2.0060F+01 INCHES Z = 6.8750E+0
V = 7.719E+00 P = 2.5697E+02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUM = 7.0A14E+0 2 SUn = 7.7190E+00 MASSFLOW = 7.7041E-02 LB/HR
QFLOW = 3.8595E+01 qTU/HR XS = 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 OEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 290 71W = 2.0571E+01 INCHES 7 = 7.0500E+01
V = 8.2585F00 P 
=  2.9443F+02 T = 1.0009E+00
XSUM = 7.0814E+02 OSUM = 8.2580E+00 MASSFLOW = 8.2420E-02 LB/HR
o fFLOW = 4.1290E+01 RTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
t TWALL = 5.3578F+02 DEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 296 7IN = 2.1008E+01 INCHES Z = 7.2000E+01
V = 8.7205F+00 P = 3.2856E+02 TI = 1.000E#O
XSUM = 7.081aE+0? OSUn = 8.7200E+00 MASSFLOW = 8.7031E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 4.3600F+01 9TU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.357AF+02 OEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LR-MOLES
-
(-0
I J 303 7TH = 2.Sj5qF+01 INCHES Z = 7.3750E+01
V = 9.2595F00 P = 3.7072E+02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUM 7.08i4F+02 OSUM = 9.2590E+00 MASSFLOW = 9.2410E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 4.6295F+O RTIU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 q'E R MGAS = 3.5535F-06 LB-MOLES
J = 310 7TN = 2.2031E+01 INCHES Z = 7.5500E40 +
V = 9.7q85E00 P = .1541E+02 TI = 1.000E+O0 o
XSOM = 7.014E02 OSUn = 9.7980E+00 MASSFLOW = 9.7790E-02 LB/HR
OFLOW = 4.89qOF+01 PTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 OEG R
TWALL = 5.578E+0? fGE R MGAS = 3.553qF-0O LB-MOLES
J = 317 Z1T = 2.2540-+01 t NCHES Z = 7.7250E+01
t.1J33 B1P = 4.6263E+02 TI = 1.00E+00
XSUM = 7.0814E+02 QSUM = 1.0337E+01 MASSFLOW = 1.0317E-01 L9/HR
OFLOW = 5.1685E+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 OEG R
TAL = 5.3578E+02 DEG R NGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J 324 ZIN = 2.3051E+01 INCHES Z = 7*9000E+01
V =  1.0877E+01 P 5.1238F+02 TI = i.0000E+O0
XSUn = 7.0814E+02 OSUM = 1.08761+01 NASSFLOW = 1.0855E-01 
LB/HP
OFLOW = 5.4380E+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG 
R
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 DEG P MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLFS
S331 N = 2.3562E+01 INCHES Z : 8.0750E+01
2 1.Its6E41 P 5*6465E+02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUN = 7.0814E+02 QSUM = i.i4iS50*1 MASSFLOW = 1.1393E-01 LB/HR
QOFLOW = 5.7075E+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG 9
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 DEG R HGAS = 3.5535F-06 LB-MOLES
J 336 ZIN = .24072E+01 INCHES Z = 6.2500E*01
V a 1.1955ES1_ P = 6.194SE+02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUN = 7.0814E+02 QSUn = 1.1954F+01 MASSFLOW = i.1931E-01 LB/HR
OFLOW = 5.9770E+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG 
R
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 DEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLESla- "
: a 346 FIN a 2.ks1E*o01 INCHES Z = 64000E+0
V 7# E*01 P 
=  6.6844E+02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUn = 7.0814+02 QSUM = 1.2416E+01 ASSFLOW = 1.232E-01 LB/HR
OFLOW = 6.2080E+01 BTU/HR KS = 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG 
P
TWALL = 5.3579E+02 OEG R MGAS = 3.5535F-06 LB-MOLES
J 351 ZTN = 2.5020 fE+ TNCHES Z = 8.5750E+01
V ,2956E*O1 P = 72793E+02 TI = i.0000E+00
XSUN = 7.0814E+02 OSUM = 1.2955E+01 MASSFLOW = i.2930E-01 LB/HR C
OFLOW = 6.4775Ei01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R 
LC)
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 DEG R MGAS = 3.5535F-06 LB-MOLES
J 358 ZiN = 2.5531E+01 INCHES Z = 8.7500E+01 I
y 1.349SEfSl P = 7.8996E+02 TI = 1.0000E+00 
Co
XSUN = 7.0814E+02 QSUM = 1.3494E+Ot MASSFLOW = i.3468E-01 LB/HR
OFLOW 6.7470E+01 RTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3q00E+02 OEG 
R
TWA L= .3578E+02 DEC R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
j 365 "ZIN 2.6O~2e*O1 INCHES Z = 8.9250E+0t
v 1.0b3kF+0oi P = 6.5451E#02 TI = 1.OU00E+00
XSUM = 7.0814F+02 OSUM = 1.4033F+01 MASSFLOW = 1.40 OE-O1 L9/HR
OFLOW = 7.0165E+01 9TU/HR XS = 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3578n+02 OEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 372 ZIN = 2.6520f+01 INCHES Z = 9.0889E+01
V 1.4538E+01 P = 9.727E+02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUP = 7.081g4E+? OSUn = i.4538E+01 MASSFLOW = 1.4509F-01 L9/HR
OFLOW = 7.2690E+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3578E+02 nEG R MG4S = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 373 ZIN = 2.6593E+01 INCHES 7 = 9.1139E+0i
V = 1.4538E+01 P = 9.270E02 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUM = 7.0814E+02 OSUM = i.4539F*01 MASSFLOW = 1.4509E-01 LB/HR
OFLOW = 7.2690E+01 9TU/HR XS = 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3900E02 DEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 379 7TN = 2.7031E+i0 INCHES Z = 9.2639E+01
V = 1.4538i+01 P = 9.8545E+02 TI = 1.000OE+00
XSUM = 7.OR14E+02 QSUM = 1.4c38F+01 MASSFLOW = 1.4509E-01 LB/Hq
") OFLOW = 7.2690g+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3900c~02 DEG R MGAS = 3.5535F-05 LB-MOLES
o
J = 386 ZIN = 2.7541EF01 INCHES Z = 9.4389E+01
V = 1.4538E+01 P = 1.0536£+03 TI = 1.0000E+00
KSUM = 7.0814E02O QSUM = 1.453 8E+0 MASSFLOW = 1.4509E-01 LB/HR
OFLOW = 7.26q90E01 PTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3900F+02 DEG P MGAS = 3.5535E-0 LB-MOLFS
J = 393 fIN = 2.85 2E+01 INCHES Z = 9.6139+01
V = i.4538E+01 P = 1.1218E+03 TI = 1.0000E+00
XSUM = 7.0814F*02 QSUM= 1.4538E+01 MASSFLOW = i.4509E-01 LB/HP o
OFLO = 7.2690E+01 BTU/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3900E+02 OEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-0B LB-MOLES
J 4 00 ZTN = 2.8562E+01. INCHES 7 = 9.7889E+01
V = 1.4538E+01 P = i.1900E+03 TI = 1.0000E+00 o
XSUM = 7.0814 E+02 QSUM = 1.4538E+01 MASSFLOW = 1.4509-01 LR/HR C
OFLOW = 7.26q0F+01 BTU/HR XS = O. THICK = 5.3900E+02"DEG R
TWALL = 5.3900E+02 DEG R MGAS = 3.5535E-06 LB-MOLES
J = 40 ZITN = 2.9000F+01 TNCHES I = 9.9389E+01
.5991P = 1.24*84E+03 TTI i.0*'00E+0O-
XtJN = 7.08t4F+l? osIJm = 1.453AF*01 PASSFLOW = 1.4509E-JI IBIHR
nFPr)W =7.26QiQF+g1 BTU/HR Xs = . THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG Q
T 4ALI = 5.3qe0F+O? DEG I' t4AS =3.5535F-0r, LI-MOLFS
J 413 'TN = ?.95ltF+0i INCHES 7 = i.9114E+02
V = t.I.53AF#01 0= 1.3166E+e03 TT = L.OOOOE00
XsUm = 7.08~14F+02 OStiM =1.4538E4+01 MASSFLOW = .4509F-01 LB/)'P
C)FLOW = 7.26QnF+0I PTtl/HR XS = 0. TWICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3B9flF*02OF 9r M ?4S = 3.5535F-06~ LB-MOLES
J,= 420 7!N = 3.03I?tr+Ot INCHES 7 = t.0289FE02
- u=1.453RF401 P = 1.384RE+03 TI =i.00.08E+00
,; = 7.0AI1br+0? OSUM = .4538F+01 MASSFLOW =1.450BE-01 LB/HR
Onw=7.260rw+gt PTU/HRXs 0. THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.7PCOF+92 PEG R t4GAS = 3.5535F-06 LB-MOLES
J 422 7TN 3.O1IW+O1 INCHFS 7 = .0323E+02
V = .453RF+01 P = 1.3980F+0l3 TT = t.OOOOEGOO
YsuN = 7.0'114F~n:? OS'JM =i.4538r+01 MASSrLOW = .4509F-9i LB/HP
(nF1OW = 7.?f690r+gl RTU/HR KS = . THICK = 5.3900E+02 DEG R
TWALL = 5.3qa0E+fl? 17G R MGAS; = 3.553SE-06 Le-mOLES
Gnas TN ONE n7 STEP OF GAS-BLOCV~n CONnENSEP i = I.5647iE-09 L9-MOLES
POWER LCST RY ONC n7 STFP OF FULL-ON CONDENSER I. = 3.91397E-01 BTIJIHR
TOTAL GAS IN PTPr AND OFSP%?)P = 3.5S346F-l Ln-MOLES
TOTAL PCW%79 LOST 9Y CrINDENSFRI; = 7.26895E*01 BTU/HR
C')
0n
C)3
0D
